
COVER STORY CHARLES PETZOLD

Faster is better—no doubt about it.

But accelerating aPC toAT speeds is no solution ifit creates

moreproblems than it solves.

ACCELERATOR

POWER EOR A PRICE

TI
he PC AT is a real spoiler. Ifyou use an

AT at work and a PC or XT at home,

you know how tough it is going back to

your old machine. You’ve probably

grown accustomed to the difference in the key-

boards. but you'll never get used to the difference

in speed. Starting with the boot-up and for every

minute of use, your PC or

XT reminds you how
hopelessly outclassed it

has become. You almost

expect cobwebs to grow
across your screen as you

wait for the machine to do

things that take no time at

all on an AT.

Speed is not every-

thing—it’s the only thing. It is the most important

characteristic of a computer’s hardware and the

only reason to use a personal computer in the first

place. Recent trends in hardware and software

point up the processing deficiencies of the PC
and XT more than ever. As expanded memory
boards let spreadsheets break the 640K-byte lim-

it, recalculations seem to

take forever. The En-
hanced Graphics Adapter

has more pixels and more

colors and thus requires

appropriately faster pro-

cessing. A sophisticated

multi-tasking system,

such as Microsoft Win-

dows, running on a stan-
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ACCELERATOR BOARDS

dard PC-XT with an EGA is almost intol-

erable.

It's not pleasant to realize that a ma-

chine you spent good money on has be-

come obsolete. The body’s in good shape,

but the thing really needs a brain trans-

plant—which is to say, it needs an acceler-

ator, or “turbo,” board. Such a board re-

places the slow microprocessor and
associated circuitry in your machine with

something faster.

There is a wide variety of turbo boards

to choose from—everything from inex-

pensive little "no-slot” gizmos to mam-
moth expansion boards that seem to incor-

porate another entire computer inside the

one you already use. There are even a cou-

ple of products for the PC AT (see sidebar

“Speed Up Your AT”), but this story is

really for the test of us—those who may
eventually get an AT, but who, in the

meantime, want to make their existing ma-
chines as fast and efficient as they can pos-

sibly be.

INTEL’S FAMILY Inside your PC or

XT, toward the back of the system board

midway between the power supply and the

rightmost expansion slot, sits an Intel 8088

microprocessor. The 8088 does the bulk of

the processing workload in your machine.

Eight years ago, the 8088 was a real hot-

shot. Now, compared with Intel’s entire

line of 16- and 32-bit microprocessors

(also including the 8086, 80188, 80186,

80286, and 80386), the 8088 is the family

slowpoke. The 8088 is sUll rolling out of

bed in the morning while everyone else has

already eaten breakfast and gone out the

door.

Although this 8088 microprocessor is

in a socket on your PC or XT system

board, you can’t just yank it out and put a

faster sibling in its place. None of these

other Intel microprocessors is “pin-com-

patible” with the 8088. The pins that go

into the socket do different things. The

80186, 80188, and 80286 processors, in

fact, are not even the same size and shape.

The only available microprocessor that

is pin-compatible with the 8088 is the V20
from Nippon Electric Corp. The NEC V20
is probably the cheapest way to accelerate

the pttxtessing speed of PCs and XTs (see

“Turbocharging Your PC with the V-Se-

ries,” PC Magazine, Volume 4 Number

26). The trouble is, replacing your 8088

with a NEC V20 improves overall proces-

sor speed only by about 5 to 10 percent,

which in acnial use is hardly noticeable.

The main job of a microprocessor, like

the 8088, is to read machine code instruc-

tions from memory and execute them.

Some of these instructions may also access

memory to read and write data. The execu-

tion of each instruction requires a certain

period of time that is often denoted by a

number of clock cycles. I’ll soon explain

exactly what a clock cycle is, but right now
all you have to know is that the fewer clock

cycles requited to execute the machine

code instructions, the faster the machine.

Figure 1 shows a table of a few sample

The 8088 is Still

rolling out of bed in the

morning while

everyone else has

already eaten breakfast

and gone out the door.

machine-code instructions and the number
of clock cycles required to execute them

for the various Intel and NEC micro-

processors. The 80286 is the microproces-

sor used in the PC AT. The 80386 clock

cycles are somewhat decepUve because of

an advanced pipelining technique that that

chip uses. Actual execution in the 80386

will be faster than the clock cycles indi-

cate.

The table begins with some simple in-

structions that have not been improved

very much in the later models. The do-

nothing NOP (no operation), for instance,

continues to take three clock cycles regard-

less of the microprocessor. The more com-
plex instructions like integer multiply

(IMUL) and integer divide (IDIV) show

impressive improvement with the more re-

cent microprocessors. The earlier proces-

sors executed these instmctions using a

“microcode” technique, where the indi-

vidual instruction is executed like a small

program. The NEC and later Intel proces-

sors incorporate dedicated hardware for

these complex instructions. (In actual pro-

grams, these instructions are relatively

rare, however.)

The clock cycle times represent just the

internal execution time of the instruction.

If the instruction also has to read or write

data in memory, more clock cycles are re-

quired. All the Intel and NEC micro-

processors shown in Figure 1 (except for

the 80286 and 80386) require four clock

cycles to read or write a byte in memory.

TTie 80286 and 80386 can do it in two. The
microprocessor must also read the instruc-

tion from memory before it executes

it.This is called an instruction fetch. The
overhead involved in fetching instructions

is minimized in Intel’s 16-bit microproces-

sors by using an instruction queue that

reads in instructions while the processor is

doing something else.

Although I said earlier that you can’t

simply take your 8088 out and put another

Intel microprocessor in, many accelerator

boards contain the hardware necessary to

translate the signals of a faster micro-

processor into the signals that your system

board expects from the 8088, In effect, the

turbo board says, "Step aside, slowpoke!

One of your faster siblings is taking over

this machine.”

CLOCKINGTHE CPU When I speak of

a clock cycle, the “clock” in question is

the crystal oscillator that paces the work of

the microprocessor. The crystal oscillator

generates a square wave of a certain fre-

quency. This frequency is the number of

clock cycles per second. The time requited

for one clock cycle is I divided by the

clock frequency. The speed of a micro-

processor is directly proportional to the

clock frequency.

For instance, the clock attached to the

8088 in the PC and PC-XT runs at

4,770,000 cycles per second, or 4.77
MHz.The time requited for one clock cy-

cle is 1 divided by the clock speed, or

.(X)0000210 seconds, more conveniently

referred to as 210 nanoseconds. The NOP
instruction shown in Figure I requires

three clock cycles, or 630 nanoseconds.

The PC AT comes with an 80286 mi-

croprocessor and is available with either a

6-MHz or an 8-MHz clock. The cotre-
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Number ofClock Cycles for Sample Machine-Code Instructions

Mlcreprocatur

Madiine-code

inslmction Desciiptlan

8086 and

8088

V20and
V30

80186 and

80188 80286 80386

NOP No opeiaOon

(do nothing)

3 3 3 3 3

ADDAX,100 Add 100 to

register AX
4 4 4 3 2

LEASI,[BX+[)I+1] Load effective

address

14 4 6 3 2

JMP label Jump to near

address

15 13 14 7 7

ROLAX,CL Rotate AX
(a = 12)

56 19 17 17 7

IMULBX 16-blt integer

muitipiy

12810

154

41 to

47

34 to

37

21 9 to

22

ICMVBX 16-brt integer

di^
165 to

184

38 to

43

53 to

61

25 27

Figure 1 : The 8088 microprocessor used in the IBM PC andXT has the slowest execution limes of

ail the Intel andNEC 16-bit microprocessors. The differences are particularly large in the more

complex instructions such as integer multiply and divide.

spending clock cycle times are 167 nano-

seconds or 125 nanoseconds, respectively,

so the NOP executes in 501 or 375 nano-

seconds. That’s not much of an improve-

ment, but look at the IDIV instruction: A
4.77-MHz 8088 takes at least 34,650

nanoseconds, while an 8-MHz 80286 does

it in 3,125 nanoseconds—more than ten

times faster.

As many AT owners have discovered,

the crystal oscillator that clocks the 80286

in a PC AT is socketed on the AT system

board and can easily be replaced with

something faster. This simple speed up-

grade is not possible on the PC and XT,
however. The PC and XT system board

has only one crystal oscillator clocking at

14.32 MHz. This clock speed is divided by

3 to get the 8088’s 4.77-MHz clock speed.

This 4.77-MHz signal is further divided by

4 to get a 1 , 19-MHz signal for the real-

time clock. The 14.32-MHz signal ap-

pears on the expansion bus and is picked

up by the color/graphics adapter for the dot

clock. In short, the clock speed is just too

closely tied in with the rest of the operation

of the PC to make it easily replaceable. On
the PC AT, however, separate crystals ate

used for system purposes and to clock the

80286.

But an accelerator board can effectively

separate the microprocessor clock from the

system clock much like the PC AT does.

Many of the smaller accelerator boards do
little mote than just this (see

'

‘The No-Slot

Alternative to Acceleration (And Why It

Makes Sense)” in this issue). So, even if

an accelerator board uses an 8088 like the

one you already have in your machine, it

can speed up your PC by clocking it faster.

BUT NOT TOO FAST Of course, there

are limits. MicropriKessors arc rated to op-

erate reliably only up to a particular clock

frequency. Those processors rated to mn at

fa.ster clock frequencies are more expen-

sive. Most accelerator boards come with

microprocessors that can run faster than

4.77 MHz.
You can determine the speed rating of

an Intel microproces.sor by a suffix that fol-

lows the model number, usually printed

right on the chip. As you can see in Figure

2, however, the.se suffixes are sometimes

inconsistent and confusing.

The speed rating of a microprocessor

detemiines only the maximum speed at

which it can be clocked. When clocked at

4.77 MHz, the regular 8088 (rated at 5

MHz) and the 8088-2 (rated for 8 MHz)
will perform identically.

WAIT A FEW NANOSECONDS
Aside from the speed limitations of the mi-

croprocessor, all the hardware compo-
nents that the processor must communicate

with (including expansion boards, input

and output boards, and memory) have

their own speed limitations. Even if an ac-

celerator board uses a fast clock and a mi-

croprocessor rated to run at that clock

speed, it would still come up against obsta-

cles.

Memory is the most serious. Memory
chips are rated by access speed in nanosec-

onds. In various PCs, XTs, and ATs,
you'll find memory chips rated for a 250-,

200-, 150-. I20-, or 100-nanosecond ac-

cess time. An accelerator board must be

prepared to deal with slow memory and to

do something about it.

The PC AT already does something

about it. 1 mentioned earlier that an 80286

normally requires two clock cycles to read

or write a byte in memory. On the PC AT,
however, memory accesses actually take

three clock cycles. Since the memory on

the PC AT system board is not quite fast

enough to respond to a two-cycle access

time, the hardware of the AT system board

inserts a wait state into memory accesses.

Wait states are additional clock cycles

that external hardware requests from the

microprocessor to effectively slow down

SufHxes Indicating Microprocessor Clock Speeds

5 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz 10 MHz 12.5 MHz

8088 8088-2

8086 8086-2 8086-1

80188 60188-10

80186 80166-10 80186-12

80286-6 80286-8 80286-10

80386-12 80386-16

Figure 2: Intel indicates the maximum clock speeds ofUs microprocessors by a suffix, but the

numbering .scheme isn't very consistent. These are takenfrom Intel's 1986 Microsystem

Componeni Handlxxik.
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ACCELERATOR BOARDS

SPEED UP YOUR AT
Here’s how to have thefastestAT on the block.

L ike most AT owners, I firmly be-

lieve that fast is good and faster is

better. But the classic approach to speed-

ing up an AT is to throw in a faster clock

crystal, and I’ve hesitated to do that be-

cause of the occasional program that

might get confused by the faster clock

speed. Besides, I thought the AT was al-

ready fast enough.

I was wrong, of course, as proven by

the AT TurboSwitch II from Megahertz

Corp. and the 287Turbo from
MieroWay. Since the issue here was

speed, project manager Charles Petzold

thought it would be fun to try both prod-

ucts on the same AT at the same time. 1

agreed; it wasn’t my AT we were mess-

ing with.

H AT TurboSwitch II

The AT TurboSwitch II is a strange-

looking contraption with far too many
wires leading to various parts of the AT.

The TurboSwitch itself fits in a rectangu-

lar cutout in the back of the AT system

unit. (Does anybody know why IBM put

the cutout there?) Once installed, it gives

you three new eontrols to fumble with

while reaching into the back of your sys-

tem unit.

The first control is a toggle switch for

shifting between turbo mode and stan-

dard AT speed. Because some programs

may whiz by too quiekly at higher

spe^, this switch gives you a signifi-

eant advantage over changing the clock

crystal in the system.

The second control is a reset button.

This option is unrelated to the turbo fea-

ture, but it is welcome nonetheless—es-

pecially for those of us who fondly re-

member the hardware reset in the days

before IBM provided us with the Ctrl-

Alt-Del alternative.

The third control is the most interest-

ing. It’s a rotary switch that lets you

choose your elock speed. All the way up

to 12.5 MHz. Like a car speedometer

that goes to 250 mph or an odometer with

seven digits to the left of the decimal

point, the TurboSwitch promises mote

than it can possibly deliver. The problem

isn’t with the TurboSwitch but with the

AT itself.

As the TurboSwitch manual points

out, a chain is only as strong a,s its weak-

est link, and a computer system can only

go as fast as its slowest component. A
12.5-MHz clock speed far exceeds the

rated specifications for the AT, and the

odds are high indeed (approaching cer-

tainty) that something will cry uncle (or

parity error) before you get anywhere

near that speed.

nuCKV INSTALLATION Unfortuna-

tely, before you can use the AT Turbo-

Switch II you have to install it, and, if

you have large hands like mine, that may
be a problem.

As I’ve already mentioned, the Tur-

boSwitch has far too many wires leading

out of it. A so-ealled easy-hook eonnec-

tor (more on that shortly) elips to the

clock crystal. Three more wires run to a

connector that fits in the 80287 socket.

(An 80287 can plug into the connector,

piggyback-style.)

Two mote wires run from the reset

button. One ends in a grounding lug and

goes on the screw that holds the Tutbo-

Switeh in plaee. The other ends in a see-

ond easy-hook connector that clips to a

pin on the chip in the U 1 08 socket

.

The easy-hook eonnector is an inter-

esting device—think of a spring-loaded

hypodermic needle whose "needle” end

is bent into a hook. Push the plunger in so

that the hooked end comes out, hook the

end over a wire, release the plunger

—

and the conneetor hangs on to the wire.

The only problem is that when you’re

working in a tight space, such as the in-

side ofan AT, your hand gets in the way,

so you ean’t see whether you’re hooking

the wire.

Setting the speed Once it’s in-

.stalled, you simply crank up the Turbo-

Switch to the highest speed your AT can

handle without erashing. In the PC Mag-
azine Labs tests, we managed flaky oper-

ation at 9.4 MHz and rock-solid opera-

tion at 8.9 MHz. With either setting, the

extra speed was immediately obvious

just from watching things happen on the

screen. During the PC Labs tests, the

speeded-up maehine consistently

clocked in at about 50 percent faster than

the standard 6-MHz AT.

(The 8.9-MHz and 9.4-MHz clock

speeds were reported by a test program

and were slightly different from the

markings on the dial-selector switch. The

board uses a binary-rate division teeh-

nique rather than discrete crystals.)

At the 9.4-MHz setting, it appeared

that the 80286 was not correctly execut-

ing some code, so we decided to replace

the 80286 with a lO-MHz version of the

chip. This is another fun job and requires

FACT F I L f:

AT TurboSwitch II

Megahertz Corp.

2681 Parieys Way, Bldg. 2-102

Sail Lake City. UT 84109

(801)485-8857

List Price: SI 24.95; utility software.

$19.95

Requires: PC AT.

In Short: A switch-selectable clock for

your AT’s 80286 lets you experiment to see

just what speed your AT can tolerate.

CIRCLEUi ON READER SERVICE CARO

2S7Turbo
MieroWay Inc.

P.O. Box 79

Kingston. MA 02364

(617)746-7341

List Price: 8-MHz version. $369; 10-MHz
version. $450

Requires: PC AT.

In Short: It won't improve the speed of

your 80286, but the 287Turbo corrects a

wiring shortcut on your AT system board

and runs 80287 math coprocessor opera-

tions faster.

CIRCLE B&4 ON READER SE^TcrCARO
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unbolting the hard disk support to get at

the socket. The chip was in there so se-

curely that we knew there must be a per-

son on the AT assembly line whose sole

job was to install the 80286 in its socket

using a SO-pound sledgehammer. With a

lO-MHz 80286, the 9.4-MHz speed

worked better but still had problems.

287Turbo

While nursing my wounds from install-

ing the TurboSwitch, 1 bravely moved on

to MicroWay’s 287Turbo. As the name

implies, this gadget is concerned strictly

with the 80287 math coprocessor.

What's wrong with the provision for

an 80287 already on the PC AT system

board? Plenty. IBM chose to wire the

80286 and 80287 together in the simplest

manner possible. This method uses the

same clock oscillator (12 MHz in a 6-

MHz AT) to drive both the 80286 and

80287. The 80286 divides it by 2 (to get

the 6-MHz operating speed), and the

80287 divides it by 3, which means that

the math coprocessor is working at a pa-

thetic 4 MHz. Since 8-MHz and 10-MHz
80287s are now available, this is a real

waste. The 287Tutbo simply provides an

alternative wiring of the 80287 to clock it

independently of the 80286. It is avail-

able with either a 24-MHz or 30-MHz
crystal to drive the coprocessor at 8 MHz
or 10 MHz. We tested the 8-MHz ver-

sion of the board.

The 287Turbo is a small L-shaped

board that plugs into the 80287 socket.

To install the 287Turbo, you have to un-

plug one of the AT's power cables and

plug it into the board, then plug a cable

from the board into the standard power

cable connector. A reset button attaches

at the rear hole cover.

In the PC Labs tests, the 287Tutbo

speeded up floating-point calculation us-

ing the 80287 by about 50 percent when

used by itself, and speeded it up by

roughly 90 percent when used along with

the TurboSwitch. The extra speed gained

with the TurboSwitch indicates that the

test is not 100 percent bound to the

80287, but it may better reflect real-

world applications. (The test program

was written in C and compiled with the

Microsoft C Compiler, Version 3.0.)

The only problem I ran into with these

products was that the additional speed

was far too attractive. For the first time,

my AT seemed slow, and I'm going to

have to do something about that.

These products have also reminded

me how nice it is to have a reset button,

which brings up an interesting point. Ac-

cording to MicroWay's Stephen Fried,

this feature has been responsible for
'

'our

largest order to date—from IBM in

Boca. They are developing code and

need the reset.”

Now, if you'll excuse me, I have to go

and install something on my AT.
—M. David Stone

Ifyou thinkyourAT is alreadyfast enough, think again. These two little devices, theAT TurboSwitch It (from Megahertz Corp.)and the

287Turbo (from MicroWay), don't exactly use classic approaches to speeding upyour AT, but they are goodforafair amount cffun. Only

trouble is, onceyou take them out. yourATmay actually seem slow.
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memory or I/O access. At first impression,

a wait state may sound like a crude fix for

the problem of incompatible processor and

memory speeds, but wait states are a very

common part of hardware design. One of

the input signals to the microprocessor is

dedicated to force the processor to insert

wait states into memory accesses.

Accelerator boards are so fast that

sometimes they have to insert four or five

clock cycles into memory acces.ses. It may
seem as if an 8088 clocked at 9.54 MHz
(twice the normal rate of 4.77 MHz) with

memory accesses requiring eight clock cy-

cles (four nonnal and four wait states)

would run the same as a 4.77-MHz 8088

with memory accesses in four clock cy-

cles. However, the faster clock guarantees

that internal instruction executions will oc-

cur more quickly even if memory access

does not.

THE DATA I/O FACTOR I’ve been

talking about the pair of microprocessors

called the 8086 and 8088 (and the 80186

and 80188) as if they were the same. They

are very nearly the same, but only internal-

ly. All Intel 16-bit microprocessors can in-

ternally manipulate data 16 bits long (often

called a "word"). It’s how they move this

data in and out of the microproce.ssor that

makes the difference.

The 8088 and 80188 speak to the rest of

the world (the other components inside

your machine, including memoiy) in 8-bit

bytes. When they access data in memory,

they do it a byte at a time. The 8086,

80186, and 80286, however, speak in

words. They can store or read data 16 bits

at a time. The 80386 can access 32 bits at

once.

Sometimes word accesses cause a big

improvement in speed, but sometimes

they do not. The best-case speed advan-

tage ofan 8086 over an 8088 clocked at the

same speed is precisely double. The worst

case is that they will run at the same speed

.

For instance, when a word processing

program works with text stored in memo-
ry, each character takes up I byte of stor-

age, so the program will often use byte ac-

cesses. For these accesses an 8086 will not

show much improvement over an 8088.

The opposite extreme is numeric calcula-

tions where numbers are often stored in

units of words or longer. Instruction

fetches also generally occur twice as fast

with an 8086 or 80186.

Another way an accelerator board may
try to beef up speed is by using an 8086 in-

stead of an 8088. However, this presents

another problem, because the rest of your

PC or XT is based on byte accesses, and

there’s not much you can do about it.

The bus through which the processor

communicates with expansion boards (in-

cluding memory) bas 62 signal lines: 8 are

used for power and grounding, 20 are for

the 20-bit address. 2 are clock signals, 6

are interrupts, 7 are involved with Direct

Memory Access (DMA), 10 are for timing

and miscellaneous uses, and 1 is reserved.

Small-size boards don’t

require a slot and

offer little more than a

faster clock speed.

That leaves 8 for data. That’s a physical re-

striction.

If an accelerator board uses an 8086.

80186. or 80286. the board itself has to

generate 2-byte accesses from every word

access coming out of tbe microprocessor.

This process cuts the potential doubling of

speed right in half, so you’re right back

where you started.

Accelerator boards can get around this

problem by including their own memory
right on the board. TTiey can ignore the

memory on your 256K-byte system board

and your 3MK multifunction board and

use 640K of their own memory instead.

The 256K memory chips common today

let this 640K take up only about a quarter

of a full-lengtb accelerator board. Since

the microprocessor doesn’t have to go

through the expansion bus, it can access

this memory in 1 6-bit gulps instead of 8-bit

bites.

An accelerator board that uses its own
memory has other advantages as well.

While an accelerator board may normally

have to insert wait states to use memory
from your system board or an expansion

board, it can avoid these wait states if it

uses high-speed memory installed right

next to the microprocessor. This configu-

ration allows engineers to cut design cor-

ners more closely and gel as much speed as

possible out of the board. Instead of send-

ing out a signal to the system bus and hav-

ing it bounce around and shoot up into a lot

of old boards, the memory could be just a

few inches away. It helps.

However, accelerator boards must then

find some way to deal with DMA logic on

the system board. The DMA circuitry

takes over when a disk access occurs to

transport data between memory and the

disk controller more quickly. The DMA
expects to find the memory on the system

board instead of on an accelerator board.

Your PC or XT system board also con-

tains a BIOS (basic input output system)

stored in ROM. The ROM is generally

slower than random access memory, but it

is used extensively for simple screen out-

put and interpreter BASIC. To get around

the speed limitation involved in accessing

this ROM from the board, some turbo

cards have a provision to transfer the con-

tents of this ROM into the memory on the

accelerator board.

THE QUICK-CACHE COMPROMISE
Of course, once we start talking about an

accelerator board with its own 640K bytes

of memory, we’re starting to talk about big

bucks—possibly the type of bucks that

tells you it would be best in the long run to

buy a PC AT.
There’s a compromise approach, how-

ever, that often shows up in less expensive

half-length boards. These boards include

only a very small amount of high-speed

memory, generally 4K to 8K. They use

this memory for caching.

Here’s how they work: When the mi-

croprocessor on the accelerator board

reads data from system memory in byte ac-

cesses with four or five wait states insert-

ed, the board hardware also writes the data

into the memory reserved for caching. The
next time it reads that data, it need not read

from system memory, but it can read di-

rectly from the cache with word accesses

and no wait states.

At any one time, this cache can hold

only 4K or 8K bytes of the total 640K of

system memory. It may at first seem as if

the cache is just not big enough to signifi-
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cantly improve speed. Not true. Memory
caching works because most software

spends much of its time in small loops, ex-

ecuting the same set of instructions many
times over before moving to something

else. If any software loop is longer than the

size of the memory cache, caching will not

work for that loop. But memory caching

usually works very well.

However, when improperly imple-

mented, memory caching may cause other

problems. For instance, bank-switched

memory used in boards supporting the Lo-

tus/Intel/Microsoft expanded memory
specification (EMS) cannot work if the

EMS section ofmemory is cached. The ac-

celerator board has no way ofknowing that

another bank of memory has been selected

in the same memory space. Another board

with which caching can wreak havoc is the

Enhanced Graphics Adapter. Like bank-

.switched memory, the EGA’s 256K bytes

ate organized into color planes accessible

through a single 64K window. The color

planes are specified by values written to

output ports that the accelerator board can-

not interpret.

TYPES OF BOARDS There are, to my
mind, three categories of turbo boards for

PCs and XTs: small, medium, and large.

You can also think of them as fast, faster,

and fastest—or cheap, reasonable, and ex-

pensive.

In "The No-Slot Alternative to Accel-

eration (And Why It Makes Sense),” Ste-

phen Davis discusses the small-size boards

in mote detail. In general, these boards do

not require a slot and offer little more than

a faster clock speed and perhaps a NEC
V20 instead of an 8088. 'Iliey usually in-

clude jumpers to specify different clock

speeds or to insert wait states into memory
acces.se.s. We reviewed the Maynard Sur-

prise!, Dynatec SuperCharger, Micro-

Speed Fast88, Overthruster, and the

American Turbo.

The medium-size boa'ds generally re-

quire you to put the board into an expan-

sion slot, remove the 8088 microproces-

sor, and run a cable from the board to the

now-empty socket on the system board.

Medium-size boards can use anything

from a fast 8088 to an 80286 and often in-

clude memory caching to supplement the

faster processor and clock speed. Those re-

viewed here include Quadram Quadsprint

and SuperSprint, Orchid TinyTurbo 286

and TurboEGA. Microway 286 Turbo-

Cache, Victor SpeedPac 286, and PC
Technologies 286 Express Card. Also in

this category is the oddball Microway
87/88 Turbo Board, which is more like a

small card though it takes up a slot.

The large-size boards generally use

their own memory and may not even re-

quire removing the 8088 from its socket.

We tested Eiarth Computers Turbo Accel-

286, Microway Number Smasher/ECM,
Classic Technology 286 Speed Pak, Or-

chid PC Turbo-286e, and the Applied Rea-

soning PC-elevATor. These boards dis-

able your system board 8088 through a

DMA channel and take over your whole

.system. Sometimes they seem like a whole

separate computer in your machine. In

fact, some of them may contain the hard-

ware rudiments for multi-tasking and par-

allel processing. Software support is a

whole other matter.

ACCELERATION PROBLEMS IBM’s

series of personal computers was not de-

signed to allow for easy substitution of the

microprocessor or crystal . The installation

of a turbo card causes a radical change in

the function of a machine. Typically, you

can’t just put an accelerator board into

your PC or XT and then sit back to enjoy

the new .speed. Chances are, you’ll discov-

er problems unlike any you’ve encoun-

tered before. In general, the more complex

the board, the more problems you’ll find.

Some of these problems arise with ap-

plications software that expects to operate

at a particular speed. Games are the most

obvious example; some of them will pre-

sent new challenges (and perhaps new
fun). Many of the more "advanced”
forms of copy protection are also speed-

dependent, which may prevent you from

using a program at the higher speed. Print-

er and modem time-outs may be common.
Software often uses loops to determine

how long to wait for a printer or modem
that cannot yet accept more data. If the

loop goes too fast, it will terminate prema-

turely. With some turbo boards, you won’t

even be able to format a disk.

For very large, complex boards, the

problems become more esoteric and un-

usual. Some of these boards may reveal

What? No Sysinfo?

O ne tesl we did not run on the acceler-

ator boards is Sysinfo, which is part

The Norton Utilities. Versions 3.0 and

3.1. Among other things. Sysinfo reports

a
’

"Performance Index" of processor

speed. A normal PC or XT ranks at 1 .0

and a 6-MHz PC AT gels awarded a 5.9.

meaning that il‘s almost six times faster

than a PC. A NEC V20 in a standiird PC
or XT gets a 1 .K from Sysinfo. meaning

that it's 80 pcarent faster than an 8088.

These numbers from Sysinfo are ex-

cessively high. They are higher than any-

thing you’ll get from using a PC AT or a

V20 and higher than most other measures

of pnK’essor speed will indicate.

Here’s why: The kxip that Sysinfo

times for the Pertbrmance Index contains

just a few instructions, but among them

are an IMUL (integer multiply) and IDIV'

(integer divide). In actual program ma-

chine cixie, the IDIV and IMUL are fair-

ly rare. 'Fhey iKCur in arithmetic calcula-

tions. of course, and in array indexing,

but you can write entire programs with-

out any IDIV or IMUL in.siruclions at all.

Since these two instructions run very

slowly on an 8088 and faster on the other

Intel and NEC microprix'essors. Sysinfo

greatly exaggerates prixessor-speed im-

provement over an 8088.

We told several manufacturers that

we would not be running Sysinfo for the

accelerator boards, and they all applaud-

ed our decision. It remains to be seen,

however, whether they will continue to

use Sysinfo results in their advertising.

— Charles Pet/.old

software bugs that no one has ever found

before. For instance, the 80286, in particu-

lar, generates several types of internal in-

terrupts that are helpful for an operating

system that implements protected mode,
but which nobody cares about right now.

An 80286 on an accelerator board could

easily stumble onto these internal inter-

rupts.

Fortunately, many of the boards can be

switched out of turbo mode if trouble

arises. The non-turbo mode either oper-

ates at the same speed as your PC without
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There’s only one winning card
in the PC Acceleration Game.
The 286 Express Card"” from PC Technologies

The 286 Express Card™ is unlike any other PC accelerator board Why? Because

it not only gives you all the advantages ofa high-performance accelerator, but it

also happens to be the original half-slot card. With a price tag too good to believe.

The design of the 286 Express Card is ba.sed on Intel’s 80286 microprocessor—
arguably the fastest VLSI processor in the industry. Designed specifically for the

IBM PC and XT, the 286 Express is compatible with existing RAM, communication

and peripheral cards, as well as most popular PC DOS software— with no software

overlays or modifications required.

The 286 Express Card is loaded with value-added features, including 8KB of

cache memory. DMA compatibility. The ability to use the memory on your

motherboard and add-on memory cards. An optional 80287 floating point

co-processor that works to accelerate the latest versions of spreadsheet and

database software. And enough power to .speed up your software programs—
custom or off-the-.shelf— anywhere from 200% to 600%

.

704 Airport Blvd.

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

313/996-9690 • 800/821-3086

Telex 503589

Why gamble with PC produaivity? To order— or for the name of the dealer

nearest you— call PC Technologies today at 800/821-3086 ext. 103. And let us

deal you the winning card.

Now compatible with the Tandy 1 200*, Leading Edge Model D, and

the new IBM XT.

•Available through Radio Shack computer centers— Cat. No. 90-2065

IBM. IBM PC and )Cr are registered trademarks of Iniematkmal Basiness Machines Corporation.

Leading Edge is a registered trademark i^fLeading Edge Products, Inc.

Radio Shack and Tandy are registered trademarks of the Tandy CcKporaikin

CIRCLE 352 ON READER SERVICE CARD
O
PC Technologies Inc.



PAID ADVERTISEMENT

The 286 Express Offers AT Speed

By Garry Ray

If you’re on ihe verge of tossing your PC
in favor of something faster, hold on a

minute: There's an add-on coprocessor that

will give you much the same performance

of an AT . The 286 Express, from PC
Technologies, is probably the most useful

“speed-up” board that we've seen to date.

The 286 Express gives complete PC com-
patibility without the mess and bother of
start-up device drivers, memory allocation

switches or strange performance limita-

tions (hat often make other boards too op-

pressive for the general user. In short, this

is the board to consider if you want in-

creased speed and utility for your PC.
At the heart of the unit is an 8MHz Intel

80286 microprocessor, supported by a mere
handful of ICs and a 40-pin connector

(with cable) that plugs into the slot normal-

ly occupied by the PC's 8088. In fact, once
you've installed the 286 Express, it will act

in exactly the same manner as the 8088,

albeit faster. With the assistance of on-

board Programmable Array Logic (PAL)
chips, the processor obtains a clock speed

of 7.2MH2 from the 14.3MHz color-burst

signal on the PC's expansion bus.

Beyond the speed of the 80286, many of
the performance improvements of (he 286
Express are due to an on-board 8K-byte
memory cache that accumulates instruc-

tions from whatever program is running.

Since the cache is located on the Express

board itself, close to the 80286 micropro-

cessor, PC Technologies was able to force

continual program execution with no wait

states. IBM's AT, which must seek instruc-

tions from relatively distant system memo-
ry through the 16-bit system bus, runs with

one wait state.

The Express continually monitors pro-

gram flow and swaps segments of code into

and out of the memory cache. For example,
if the program has a large 'loop' that can
execute within the 8K-byte cache, perfor-

mance for that section of code will be fairly

high—in fact, at the physical limit of pro-

cessing speed for the 80286 running at

7.2MHz.
If, on the other hand, the program has

large, non-contiguous code sections that

exceed the 8K-byte cache, then perfor-

mance will be constrained by the require-

ment to get that code from the PC memory
bus into the cache. In any case, perfor-

mance will always be mark^ly better than

the PC running with an 8088.

Some programs may run into problems
with the cache. Since the cache appears to

be system memory, there could be conflicts

between what memory the program tries to

use (system memory) and what memory
the program actually uses (cache memory).

Other programs, primarily copy-protec-

tion schemes that depend upon the con-

tents of pre-defined memory addresses, will

become confused by the cache. To sur-

mount these two problems, the user can
disable (he cache by removing a single on-

board jumper pin, which can be replaced

after the task has been completed.

Brief InstnictioRS

After opening the 286 Express packag-

ing, you might be inclined to ask. “Where's

the rest?” That’s because the entire outfit

consists of a half-slot PC board, a chip

puller and an incredibly brief 12‘page in-

stallation and instruction manual.

Typically, this sort of product might in-

clude a floppy disk with one or more device

drivers, a full-slot board loaded with pro-

cessors, chips and other electronic circutry

and a tome chock-full of rather technical

installation and operational instructions.

Not SO with the 286 Express—it's a simple

plug-and-go performer that dispenses with

the normal raft of technical considerations.

To get the board running, you simply

remove the 8088 with the primitive but

functional chip-puller and insert the 286

Express connector. Caution is the key word
here, because the chip-puller is more a

scaled-down crowbar than anything else. It

is not at all difficult to bend the pins of the

8088 using the device. The same is true

when installing the circuit replacement; it's

relatively easy to bend the pins of the plug.

However, once the board has been in-

stalled. it functions as the PC's main

—

strike that, only—processor at speeds of

two to four times greater than the un-

adorned PC. In fact, with most applica-

tions, the 286 Express turns in processing

times even greater than IBM's standard

6MH2 AT.

In our tests, we measured the perfor-

mance of the Express against a number of

other coprocessor and “speed-up" boards,

in addition to the PC, AT and an AT-
compatible running at both 6 and lOMHz.
(The standard IBM AT runs at 6MHz.)
The results clearly showed (hat the Ex-

press was not only faster than all the PC
add-on boards tested by PC Week, but fast-

er than the IBM AT. In fact, most tests

showed the Express running at speeds

somewhere between those of the AT at 6

and lOMHz. The conclusion of our tests is

that the 286 Express turns in speeds rough-

ly equivalent to those of an AT or compati-

ble running at 8MHz.
On the other hand, disk operations are

not greatly affected by the Express. This is

not a limitation of the board, but rather a

physical limitation imposed by the storage

devices themselves. If your hard disk runs

at 90 milliseconds average access, then

that's all you're going to get—no speed-up

board can improve disk performance.

However, since the Express will process

disk-bound commands (those that control

disk access) faster than normal, there will

be some measure ofimprovement in overall

performance of disk-intensive programs.

Our Disktest, for example, improved by

about 1 S to 20 percent solely because of the

presence of the Express board.

Compatibility with a variety of peripher-

al boards was well proven in the four weeks

we used the Express. In not a single in-

stance did we experience any problems
with add-on boards of any type, including

some of the new expanded memory boards,

modems and local area network adapters.

The Express proved ruggedly reliable,

causing absolutely no problems with all the

software and hardware we tested.

The 286 Express is an elegant solution to

a pressing problem—how to get more bang
for the buck from a PC. For many users, it

could be the alternative to purchasing an

AT, bridging the gap between the PC and
the next generation of 80386 machines due
in 1987.

But whether you intend to upgrade in the

future or not, the 286 Express should prove

a handsome solution to any concerns about

PC performance.

MJHWEEKMTOMII

Product: 286 Express

Category: PC accelerator board

Who should buy: Those desiring in-

creased performance from an IBM PC
or XT

Description: 286 Express adds in-

creased performance to an IBM PC
or XT

Distribution: Retail and direct

Company:
PC Technologies Inc.

704 Airport Blvd.

P.O. Box 2090
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106

(313) 996-9690

(800) 821-3086

286 Exprau Banehmaili

Sieve
Video
Scroll Squares

Lotus 1-2-3

Multipli-

cation Payments Squares

266 Express 13 9 23 4 13 26

PC 4.77MHz 54 11 1:12 10 34 1:25

AT 6MHz 16 7 28 3.5 12 26

ATlOMHz 10 3 17 2 7 17

Orchid
PC Turbo 22 5 39 5 16 40

PC Technologies' 286 Express: Turns in ^>eeds comparable to an AT running at 8MHz.



ACCELERATOR BOARDS

the accelerator board or emulates that op-

eration. Switching between the modes will

require a reboot if the turbo board must

switch between two different microproces-

sors. Some boards that can be switched on

the fly may include programs or a key-

board combination that handles this

switch.

THE COPROCESSOR PROBLEM
Right next to the 8088 socket on the sys-

tem board of a PC or XT is another socket

for an optional Intel 8087 Numeric Proces-

sor Extension, also called the floating-

point math coprocessor. The PC AT has a

socket for a similar 80287 chip.

Software can take advantage ofan 8087

or 80287 to speed up floating-point calcu-

lations. (For instance, 1-2-3, Release 2.

supports an 8087, but Release 1 A did not.

)

Ironically, accelerator boards run into the

most problems in offering full support of a

math coprocessor. If this is important to

you. then you should read very carefully

what the reviewers have to say about the

boards in this regard.

Part of the problem comes from 8087

and 80287 error handling. An error in the

math coprocessor is generated by opera-

tions like a division by 0, overflow or un-

derflow . and taking the logarithm of a non-

positive number.

Programs can handle 8087 errors in

several ways. They can continually check

what numbers they load into the math co-

processor so that errors never occur. They

can ignore errors, because the 8087 will

give a "reasonable" result for every calcu-

lation. Software can also check the status

registers following every 8087 calculation

to see if an error has occurred. This latter

approach is probably the most common
method of dealing with the 8087, but it re-

sults in a greater software overhead and

slows things down.

The most sophisticated and fa.stest way

for software to handle 8087 errors is to pro-

gram the coprocessor to generate an "ex-

ception interrupt’ ’ whenever an error oc-

curs, A separate interrupt routine then

deals with it. On the IBM PC, the 8087 is

wired to generate a non-maskable interrupt

(NMI) for this exception interrupt. Switch

2 on the system board DIP switch lets this

signal pass to the 8088.

An accelerator board that uses an 80286

cannot use the 8087 on the system board

but instead must include an 80287 to pro-

vide the same floating-point hardware sup-

port. Often, however, the exception inter-

rupt of the 80287 is not implemented the

.same way. Programs that use the interrupt

method for handling errors will not work

right.

Microsoft’s C. FORTRAN, and Pascal

compilers all use the exception interrupt

approach to error handling, (Of course, if

you buy an applications program that uses

an 8087, you probably won’t know what it

The marriage of a PC or

XT with an accelerator

board is an unnatural and

often hostile union. It’s

surprising that such

marriages work at all.

was programmed in.) Suppose the acceler-

ator board does not properly enable the ex-

ception interrupt line and you use a pro-

gram written in C, FORTRAN, or Pascal

compiled with the Microsoft compilers: if

this program at some time attempts to take

the logarithm of 0 (or something else that

generates an 8087 error), the program will

hang and you’ll have to reboot. It’s as sim-

ple as that.

WHAT THE BOARDS WONT DO If

you’re looking only for improved process-

ing speed, an accelerator board will give it

to you. If you’re looking for anything else,

you’re going to be disappointed. In short,

accelerator boards will not turn your PC or

XT into an AT.

Accelerator cards will not significantly

improve disk access speed. They will im-

prove the software overhead required for

file I/O, but once the ted light goes on,

your disk will not work faster. We ran file

I/O tests on all the accelerator boards re-

viewed here and found no real improve-

ment.

If you have been thinking about getting

an accelerator board with an 80286 to take

advantage of the forthcoming “Future

DOS" (Microsoft’s term) that will run in

80286 protected mode and access 16 me-

gabytes of memory, you can forget it. The

boards that do not have their own memory
cannot access 16 megabytes of memory
because they can address memory only

through the 20-bit address lines on the sys-

tem board bus.

Some of the larger boards can currently

switch to protected mode using their own
memory on the board, but even here it’s

quite improbable that this memory will be

accessible in a protected-mode DOS. Fu-

ture DOS will probably have to take over

the whole machine in protected mode and

will not be able to recognize the accelera-

tor board. Even if it did, you would be lim-

ited to the memory you could actually in-

stall on the board.

WHAT THEY'RE REALLY LIKE Al-

though I’ve been discussing turbo boards

mosUy in the abstract, by now you should

see that the marriage of a PC or XT with an

accelerator board is an unnatural and often

hostile union. It’s surprising that such mar-

riages work at all.

Accelerator boards, in general, rate

fairly high on the "fritter factor” scale.

PCs and XTs were not designed to accom-

modate easy replacement of the micro-

processor. The reviewers working in the

PC Magazine Labs had to struggle with re-

calcitrant cables, bent (and sometir les bro-

ken) pins, and large hands trying to fit into

small spaces. In general, everyone was

thankful that we were experimenting on

PC Labs’ machines instead of our own.

Twice during this testing, two XTs in-

stalled with different accelerator boards

developed damaged hard disk file alloca-

tion tables. This is a serious problem ifyou

value your files. In one case the hard disk

had to be reformatted. We couldn’t direct-

ly trace the cause back to the accelerator

boards, but they sure looked guilty.

"To accelerate or not to accelerate” is

not really the question. The question is

“How?” As for me. I’ve discovered that

there’s really only one way to get an AT on

my desk, and that is to buy one.

Charles Peizold is a contributing editor of
PC Magazine.
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Does IBM really manufacture an

I IMhz PC-AT? Yes . . . and so does

Compaq. Hewlett Packard . . . and

every other manufacturer of PC-ATs
that run at a clock speed of 8Mhz.

We are not suggesting that the man-
ufacturers are shipping their ATs with a

clock speed of I IMhz - they could not.

The current products simply would not

be reliable at that speed.

What we are saying is simply this,

“the IBM PC-AT was designed to run at

an equivalent clock speed of about
UMhz."
So how do you make an 8Mhz IBM

PC-AT out-perform the new lOMhz
“SUPER” ATs? Easy . . . you let the

IBM PC-AT run at it’s natural “NO
WAIT STATE” speed.

IBM designed the PC-AT to run with

“NO WAIT STATE” memory on the

bus - it has been there all along. The
only missing ingredient has been a
super reliable memory board with "NO
WAIT STATE” logic and ultra high

speed DRAMs.

Mkrosofl, IBM, Compaq. Hewlett Packard, and \uloCad are

regblered Irademarkn.

For those of you that have not had an

opportunity to evaluate the new no wait

state ATs ... a quick explanation of

NO WAIT STATE will be of interest.

Because the memory in the IBM PC-
AT (as well as most other ATs) is too

slow - the system must spend 33% of

each memory cycle “WAITING”. In ef-

fect, the IBM PC-AT memory cycle

looks like this . . . work, WAIT, work

. , . work, WAIT, work.

The super fast 70ns DRAMs and

“NO WAIT STATE" logic in the

Cheetah Card and the Cheetah Combo
allows the single wait state IBM PC-AT
to run NO WAIT STATE. You can

think of our memory as running . . .

work, work . . . work, work. Cheetah

Memory requires no wait states.

Cheetah Memory is 33% FASTER

!

Compatibility? Cheetah boards arc

guaranteed to be 100% IBM hardware

and .software compatible . . . period.

(We also guarantee our boards to be

compatible with the next generation of

DOS.)

Reliability? The AT will have

exactly the same super reliability as be-

fore . . . exactly. The AT is not mod-
ified in any way. Cheetah Memory
simply runs more efficiently!

So how do you convert any slow

“out-of-the-box” 8Mhz PC-AT into the

world's fastest? Easy . . . simply

plug in a 1.5Mb Cheetah CombolTO
with .serial and parallel ports ... or a

2.5Mb Cheetah Cardl70 ... we take

care of the rest. It's that easy!

AutoCad " DEMO sec

STANDARD 6 Mhz
IBM PC-AT

STANDARD 8 Mhz
IBM PC-AT

10 Mhz
CLONE

STANDARD £L;;-

IBM PC-AT

11 Mhz
CLONE

CHEETAH MEMORY

INSTAaED

66

61

60

• Both the Cheetah Combo/70 and the

Cheetah Card/70 are guaranteed to run

at 1 2 Mhz with one wait state!

• Full 3 year limited warranty.

CIRCLE 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Cheetah International, Inc.

107 Community Boulevard, Suite 5

Longview, Texas 75602 USA

1 -800-CHEETAH
(1-800-243-3824)

TEXAS 1-214-757-3001



ACS- 1000
• 8 Or 4.77 MHz
• Up to 1 Meg Memory
• 2 Serial Ports
• 1 Parallel Port
On Board Disk
Controller

• On-Board Clock/
Calendar

ET-286 p/os
' 10/6 8( 12.5MHz
• Up to 4 Meg Memory
• 3 Serial Ports
• 2 Parallel Ports
• 8 Expansion Slots
• 5 MHz DMA
• On-Board Clock/
Calendar

NOW AVAILABLE:
• Optional 10 MHz Co-
processor

• ACS MS-DOS 3.2
• GW Basic 3.2

Push Back
The Envelope:

10/6

& 12.5 MHz
AT Compatibility

IBM obviously positioned

the AT as the hub of the
microcomputer network.

ACS has included what IBM
left out.

SPEED The ET-286 nearly
doubles the clock speed of

the AT at 10 MHz and we are
already 12.5 MHz capable.
With access to 4 Megabytes
of on-board memory via a
5MHz DMA bus, the ET-286
bypasses additional wait
states required to maintain
compatibility with expansion
bus memory. With memory
intensive network software
like Unix and Xenix, this

becomes critical. Naturally,

the ET-286 toggles from Hy-
perSpeed at 10MHz to 100%
6MHz compatibility for those
applications that demand it.

COMMUNICATIONS The
ET-286 plus is designed with
communications in mind.
There are three on-board
serial ports that are configu-
rable as either RS-422 or

RS-232 depending on your
application. 2 parallel ports
further extend your commu-
nications ability. And there
are still 8 expansion slots for

additional I/O.

AN ACCESSIBLE SOURCE
Part of the success of the
ACS-1000 and our other
products is the availability of
our people. We provide the
support that OEM's need in

order to win major contracts— engineering support,
competitive pricing, even
specialized packaging. Ser-
vice is the key issue in the
information marketplace and
we provide the kind of ser-

vice and reliability that you
can only find in an American
made product.

ACS MS-DOS 3.2 We want
to help you compete. That's
why we have licensed
MS-DOS 3.2 and GW Basic
3.2 and made them available

in OEM packages at OEM
prices.

Even with all these fea-

tures, the ET-286 plus is

available in OEM quantities
for under $1,000. For more
information, call or write:

ACS International, Inc.

2105 Luna Rd., Suite 330
Carrollton, Texas 75006

A HERITAGE OF EXCELLENCE In any marketplace one product stands out as the
pinnacle of performance and value. In the PCXT marketplace, that product is the
ACS-1000: 4.77 or 8 MHz operation, 1 Megabyte memory, built in communications,
built in floppy disk controllers, even a SASI interface—all packaged on a single board
and priced competitively with the merely compatible.

Building on the heritage of the ACS-1000, the ET-286 plus brings the same stan-

dards of excellence to the AT marketplace.

ClUtl l lOhOS Kl ADI K SI K\ KI t ARD

IBM. UNIX and XENIX ate liadctrurks ot IBM. Al&T jnd Mx-rosuft rcspecIivL-ly

214-247-5151
TELEX: 709748 ACS UD



ACCELERATOR BOARDS

H 87/88 Turbo Board

If you like to tinker with your PC, you’ll

love MicroWay’s 87/88 Turbo Board.

This motherboard accelerator offers a

combination of tricks to speed up your PC
and leaves it to you to find the optimum

speed.

The 87/88 Turbo Board package in-

cludes an 8-MHz NEC V20, three clock

crystals, and an optional 8088Turbo Board

for the motherboard. The board itself is a

half-card that plugs into an expansion slot

and includes a short cable that replaces the

8284 in the clock chip socket.

MicroWay says it considers the board a

hacker’s device. One reason for the label is

that before installing this board, you may
have to modify your motherboard. The

8284 clock chip is soldered on some IBM
PCs and socketed on others. If it’s sol-

dered, you’ll first have to unsolder the chip

and solder a socket on the board.

Whether or not you feel comfortable

with this idea, you should probably check

out your 8284 clock chip before you buy

the board. On the PC, the 8284 chip is

alongside the power supply—between the

power supply and the expansion slots. On
the XT, the 8284 is in the same general

area, but it is further away from the power

supply.

Even if you start with a socketed 8284,

in.stalling this board takes more tinkering

than do most expansion boards. First you

have to remove your 8088 from the system

board and replace it with the NEC V20.

FACT FILE
S7/88 Turbo BoanI
MicroWay Inc.

P.O.Box 79

Kingston. MA 02364

(617)746-7341

List Price: Without 8087. SI49; with 8087-

2. $295: $149 for 8087-2 itself

Requires: PC or PC-XT.

In ^ort: Described by MicroWay as “a

hacker's board.” the 87/88 Turbo Board has

three jumper-selectable fast-mode speeds

and allows ”on-the-fly” switching between

fa.st mode and slow mode from the keyboard

with Clri-Alt-P and Ctri-Alt-L.
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Motherboard accelera-

tors are highly machine-

dependent. The only way

to find out how fast

your machine can go is

to try it.

Then you may have to shuffle the boards in

your system to free up the slot closest to the

8284 socket. The 87/88 Turbo Board goes

into the expansion slot, the 8284 clock

chip gets pulled, and the cable from the

board plugs into the 8284 socket.

And at this point, you are finally ready

to start fooling around with clock crystals.

The three crystals that come with this

board run at 20 MHz, 22 MHz, and 24

MHz, yielding system .speeds of 6.7 MHz,
7.2 MHz. and 8 MHz. The 20-MHz crys-

tal is soldered onto the board. Either of the

othertwo crystals can plug intoasocket. A
jumper on the board lets you choose be-

tween the soldered crystal and the socket.

FINDING THE RIGHT SPEED Moth-

erboard accelerators are highly machine-

dependent, and the only way to find out

how fast your machine can go is to try it.

The idea is to start with the 24-MHz crystal

and work your way down until you reach a

speed that works. If your computer crash-

es, it’s not working.

MicroWay says that most IBM PCs

will run at 6.7 MHz. a “goodly percent-

age’’ will run at 7.2 MHz. and most will

not run at 8 MHz. On the other hand, many
clones will run at 8 MHz, as will many of

the newer IBM motherboards. (The ma-

chine I used managed 7.2 MHz.) The
87/88 Turbo Board does not put any wait

states into memory accesses. The main

limitation will probably result from the

speed of memory chips on your system

board or expansion board.

A MicroWay representative also point-

ed out that high-quality motherboards are

available for “next to nothing” (about

$150), and that it might be worth the addi-

tional investment to replace the current

motherboard in your PC. But of course it

would be silly to replace the current board

until you find out for sure that it won’t tun

at 8 MHz.

BEING BRIEF In keeping with its view

of this board as a hacker’s device,

MicroWay’s documentation—I hesitate to

call it a manual—consists of two pages of

text. Miraculously, this single piece of pa-

per contains all the information you need

to set up the board. Still, I am sure that it

would benefit tremendously from an illus-

tration showing where to find the 8284

clock chip.

Once installed, the 87/88 Turbo Board

is simple to use. When you boot up, the

machine runs at the standard 4.77 MHz.
There is a toggle switch on the back of the

board that lets you switch to the faster

speed—down for fast and up for standard

ft .speed.

More convenient is a memory-resident

program that comes with the board and lets

you switch speeds with Ctrl-Alt-P and

Ctrl-Alt-L. The idea is to load the memo-
ry-resident program into your AUTOEX-
EC.BAT file and use it as needed. This

ability to switch speeds midstream can be

useful—particularly if you have programs

with copy-protection schemes that refuse

to let you start a program when running at

the fa.ster speed.

If the memory-resident program con-

flicts with anything else on your system,

there is also a pair of non-memory-resident

programs for speeding up and slowing

down the system.

Two other noteworthy features on this

board should be pointed out: a clock/calen-

dar and a reset button. The reset button is

extremely welcome for all those times

when the Ctrl-Alt-Del combination refuses

to reboot the system, and you don’t want to

powerdown.

And of course there is the issue of

speed. On the PC Magazine Labs tests, the

87/88 Turbo Board consistently managed

a speed improvement of 1 ‘/z to 2 times that

of a standard PC. You won’t outrace an

AT with this board, but given the moderate

price—^$149 without an 8087, or $295

with it—the 87/88 Turbo Board is worth

considering.

—

M. David Stone
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H Quadsprint

If you want to soup up your PC but don't

believe in going too far beyond the speed

limit, try Quadram Corp.’s Quadsprint. It

is simple in design, consisting only of a 10-

MHz 8086 and 4K bytes of cache, but in

operation it supplies some of the benefits

normally found in more-expensive units.

At its optimum setting—that is. when the

cache is enabled—operations show an in-

crease of as much as 200 percent in

throughput, though not always. However,

the new low price ($345) is a small invest-

ment for the increa.se in productivity.

You can almost install the Quadsprint

blindfolded—it’s that easy. The difficult

part is extracting the PC's native 8088 and

plugging the connecting cable into the

empty socket. Fortunately, the cable is

long enough to let you install the card in al-

most any slot; you can then drape the cable

over the intervening cards. On an XT. this

technique is mandatory because the first

two full-length slots arc usually taken up

by the hard disk and floppy disk controller

cards. The only other hardware installation

procedure involves setting ajumper.

The Quadsprint comes with three

Jumpers, but only one concerns you—the

other two are for factory diagnostics and

I/O addresses, and the thin manual does

not dcKument either one. Presumably, if

you have special installation needs, tech

support at Quadram will walk you through

the proper jumper settings. The jumper

you need to set enables or disables the 4K-

byte cache memory, and if you forget to

set it during installation, don’t worry.

Unlike what many other accelerator

boards that use caching require, you do not

need to disassemble your PC and pull out

the card every time you need to disable or

enable the cache. Quadrant has supplied a

software solution in the form of two one-

line BASIC statements. This implementa-

tion is one that other manufacturers of ac-

celerator boards should take careful note

of—users are never too thrilled about

opening their system and fiddling with its

innards. The cache’s implementation does

present one inconvenience, though. If

your XT has less than 64()K bytes ofRAM
and the cache is enabled, you cannot warm
bixrt. The manual recommends disabling

the cache with the OUT statement and then

warm brxrting.

SNOW WARNING Running the Quad-

sprint with an EGA card presented none of

the problems found with other accelera-

tors. When it was connected to a color/

graphics adapter, however, it did occa-

sionally produce an inordinate amount of

snow on the CGA. The interference ap-

pears on the left side of the screen whether

you arc in DOS or in an application such as

WordStar. At its worst, though, the snow
is simply annoying; it does not affect the

readability of the screen. According to a

Quadram spokesperson, snow is one price

HW F A C T FILE
Quadiiprint

Quadran) Corp.

4355 International Blvd.

Norcross.GA 30093

(404)923-6666

IJst Price: $345: optional daughlerixiard.

$95

Requires: IBM PC or XT. a full slot.

In Short: Quadram's Quadsprint is a low-

cost full-length board that doesn't quite make
it in speed but is easy to install and use.
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you pay with any accelerator card. How-
ever, while almost every card I tested dis-

played some snow, the Quadsprint pro-

duced more than 1 had expected. It results

from the Quadsprint's very conservatively

timed bus operations, which actually ac-

cess the screen more slowly than those of a

standard PC or XT.
These conservative bus operations also

showed up when I ran the Quadsprint with

caching disabled. Without the benefit of

the cache, many of the performance tests

ran slower than those of a standard PC or

XT. The 4K-byte cache is half the size of

caches on some other cards, so programs

with very large loops (or lots of nested

calls) will not show much of an improve-

ment in speed.

OPTIONAL DAUGHTERBOARD If

you use any software that requires an 8087

math coprocessor, you need to purchase

the optional daughterboard. Although we
asked Quadram to submit one for testing

and a spokesperson promised to send us

one immediately, it did not arrive by the

time this review was submitted.

The Quadsprint manual is brief and

easy to follow—almost what you would

want for a user-frieildly add-on. However,

its appendix includes a glossary of terms

that are also applicable to other Quadram
products. Consequently, it contains a

number of terms that have little or no bear-

ing on the Quadsprint. The documentation

also omits an index and any mention of the

optional 8087 daughterboard.

The Quadsprint may not be on the cut-

ting edge of accelerator technology, but it

is dependable, easy to use. and, at $345.

quite reasonable.—Vincent Puglia

H 286 Express Card
Since—for all intents and purposes—Vic-

tor Technologies’ SpeedPac 286 (re-

viewed in this issue) and PC Technologies'

286 Express Card are one and the same

card, you would expect that both compa-

nies would send exactly the same boalxls

for review. You may expect it, but you

shouldn’t count on it. While Victor Tech-

nologies sent an EGA-compatible card

when asked, PC Technologies did not. (It

is, however, safe to assume that if Victor

Technologies has an EGA-compatible
card, its supplier, PC Technologies, also

has one.) For this reason, the compatibility

problems displayed when testing the cards

in EGA graphics modes are presented in

this review rather than in both.

A HALF-SLOT CARD PC Technol-
ogies’ 286 Express Card is a half-length

card that fits comfortably into the XT’s

half-slots. The accelerator consists of an

80286 running at 7.2 MHz and 8K bytes of

RAM for caching. An optional 80287
math coprocessor can be plugged into the

board. Installation requires removing your

system’s native 8088, sliding the card into

AsSFACT FIl-F
286 Express Card
PC Technologies Inc.

704 Airport Blvd.

Ann Artx>r. Ml 48106

(313)996-9690

List Price: SS9S

Requires: IBM PC or XT, a half-length slot.

In Short: The 286 ExfMVss Card replaces

your 8088 with an 80286 and 8K bytes of

cache.

CIRCLECM ON READER SERVICE CARD

From left to ri^ht:

Orchid Technolofix’s

PCTurho-2H6e.

Applied Reasoning s

PC-elex ATor. Classic

Technology's 2H6 Speed

Pali, Forth Computers’

Turin) Accel-2H6.

MicroWay's Number
SmasherfFCM.

Quadram's

SuperSprint. Orchid

Technology's

TurhoFGA.

MicroWay's 2S6

TurhoCache. Orchid's

TinyTurbo2ii6. Victor

Technologies'

SpeedPac 2H6. PC
Technologies' 2li6

Express Card.

Quadram 's Quadsprint.

MicroWay's H7lHH

Turbo RiHud.
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How toput Ferrari sp^ed and
Mack Truck capacity into a PC

without

avaiiabie

siots.

Install the Dream Board
in place ofyour
multifunction card.

Chugging along in an overloaded,

underpowered PC without room
to expand? Need the increased

power and memory of an AT "

without sacriilcing your current

software library or DP budget?

Problem solved:

The Vnlvation Dream Board!
• A PC accelerator board that

triples the speed ofyour PC,

• Plus an EMS RAM board with up
to 2 megabytes of high-speed

RAM for your most complex
Lotus" spreadsheets and CAD
operations.

• P/usa full-featured multifunction

card with serial and parallel

ports, clock/calendar, RAM Disk,

Print Spooler, Disk Cache, and
a speed selection switch that

maintains 100% PC software

compatibility.

MlnOmSLOT
That’s the dream come true. If

your PC, XT, Compaq" Portable,

or 100% compatible is ftill, simply

replace your single application

multifunction card with the

Dream Board, You'll retain all

your multifunction features while

adding incredible speed and
power. With slots to spare!

Planning to buy a new PC? The
Dream Board is the ideal multi-

hinction board. It provides the

speed and power of an AT at a

fraction of the cost.

wmethe
Dream Board
Is hvsh In

yourmind!
You need the power and the slots.

The Dream Board is the answer!

Call Univation today. Representa-

tives are waiting to answer your

questions and fill your order. Stop
traveling in the slow lane. Move
Into the passing lane today!

Outside California Call:

(800) 221-5842

UNIVATION
System Solutions for Business

1231 California Circle

CIRCLE 223 ON READER SERVICE CARD

mOKMARKSandRRGISTRREDTRADEMARKS POAT-InvmaUonal Buslnns
MarMnrs Corporation: Compaq-Oxiipiq CompMrr. Lotus—Lotus Drwiopmrni
Cotporatlon: Drram Baard-l nKatkm

Milpitas, CA 95035

(408)263-1200



ACCELERATOR BOARDS

an empty slot (preferably J7). and connect-

ing the card’s cable to the empty 8088

socket. Jumpers are available for telling

the card how much memory is installed in

the system and for enabling the cache. The

jumpers could be set to something lower

than system memory if part of your 640K
contains bank-switched memory, which

must not be cached. The entire process is

adequately described and illustrated in the

documentation.

The testing conducted at PC Magazine

Labs demonstrates that the 286 Express

Card and Victor Technologies' SpeedPac

286 are identical cards. The efficiency of

the caching is responsible for most of the

speed improvement. For instance, the PC
Labs 1 -2-3 test showed virtually no im-

provement with caching disabled. With

caching enabled, however, it took about

one-third the PC's normal time to com-

plete.

AN EGA MODE PROBLEM The 286

Express Card tested had a problem with

the enhanced graphics modes of the EGA.
For example, when scrolling text in an

EGA graphics mode, every other scrolled

character was displayed twice. Ifa directo-

ry listing showed a file named TEST
.DAT, it would turn into EETTDDTT
when the screen was scrolled. All the char-

acters on odd-byte addresses were being

written back to the screen at both even and

odd addresses. The reason for this strange

behavior is related to EGA internal regis-

ters that latch existing screen data when a

byte location is read in graphics mode. For

its caching logic, the 286 Express Card

was apparently reading both the byte on

the even address and the next byte on the

(xid address whenever the 80286 wanted to

read a byte on only the even address. This

caused the data in the EGA internal regis-

ters to be invalid. (This was a problem only

in EGA graphics modes. Text modes and

CGA-compatible graphics modes worked

fine.)

According to a spokesman, if you al-

ready own a PC Technologies' 286 Ex-

press Card and wish to upgrade to an EGA-
compatible card, it is going to cost you

$100. On the surface, this policy may
seem reasonable: however, if you consider

that Victor Technologies is providing its

customers an even-swap upgrade, you

have to begin to wonder a little.

As far as your system is concerned, any

one of PC Technologies' 286 cards

—

whether with its own label or someone

else’s—provides the same performance.

As far as your wallet is concerned, the Vic-

tor Technologies’ SpeedPac 286 is much
more palatable if you are upgrading.

—Vincent Puglia

M SpeedPac 286

Victor Technologies’ SpeedPac 286 (the

original equipment manufacturer is PC
Technologies) is a half-length accelerator

card that includes an on-board 80286 chip,

which runs at 7.2 MHz. 8K bytes ofRAM
caching, and a socket for an optional

80287 math coprocessor. The SpeedPac

286 also offers easy installation and rela-

tively transparent use.

If your system reflects the default

jumper settings (256K bytes of RAM with

cache enabled), installation consists of

pulling your system's native 4.77-MHz
8088 chip, inserting the card into one of

the slots near the power supply, and plug-

ging the connecting cable into the empty

8088 socket. If you are installing the halT

length card in an XT, the card slides easily

into the second slot just behind drive A: . If

your system requires a different setting

—

for example, if it has 640K bytes of RAM
or you need to disable the caching—you

reset the jumpers according to the clearly

labeled illustrations in the 19-page docu-

mentation.

(Note: Earlier versions of the manual

suggested inserting the SpeedPac into slot

J8, the slot closest to the microprocessor

sockets. The newest manual states—cor-

rectly—that such an installation may pre-

sent problems. If you currently own a

SpeedPac 286 and it is generating an
"1801" system board error message dur-

ing the boot process, simply move the card

from the J8 slot to the J7 slot. Your prob-

lems should evaporate.)

USER-TRANSPARENT CACHING
The SpeedPac 286 does not come with its

own RAM except for the 8K bytes it uses

for caching. To get around the need to ac-

cess information off the system’s standard

8-bit bus, the SpeedPac 286 uses a user-

transparent caching system. Upon execut-

ing a program, the card copies blocks of

code and data from the PC's main memory
into an area on iLs 16-bit bus. This enables

the card to access words rather than bytes.

It doesn't speed up screen operations much
and shows very little improvement for a

test with a loop greater than the 8K cache,

but otherwise it improves speeds about two

to three times those of a standard PC or

PC-XT.

Another advantage of the caching ap-

proach versus the on-board 16-bit I^M
approach is that you get to keep the memo-
ry already installed in your system. Some
of the boards that come with 1 6-bit RAM
require you to disable all 8-bit memory
above 256K bytes, and even after that they

either access the remaining 8-bit memory
as bytes or resort to caching.

SOFTWARE INCOMPATIBILITY
While caching increases the speed ofmany
operations, it can have the reverse effect

with programs that tend to jump around to

areas that are not cached. A cached system

also raises the possibility of some software

incompatibility. Victor circumvents these

problems by suggesting that you disable

the caching when running such programs.

This causes the performance of the card to

crawl along at the PC’s normal snarl’s

pace.

Disabling caching is not as easy as it

sounds. You must first shut down the sys-

tem. then remove the cover, and finally ei-

ther pull the card out or reach gingerly into

the unit so as to reach the jumpers. PC
Technologies really should have permitted

a software switch for caching.

The newest version of the SpeedPac

2' FACT FILE
SpeedPac 286
Victor Technologies Inc.

380EIPueUoRd.
Scoas Valley, CA 95066-0001

(408)438-6680

List Price: $S9S

Requires: IBM PC or XT, a half-length slot.

In Short: The SpeedPac 286 provides in-

creased through^t with the aid of caching,

installation is a snap, and usage is virtually

transparent.

CIRCLEMSON READER SERVICE CARO
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MAKEYOURIBM PC
FASTERTHAM AM at.
IN JUST 5 MINUTES!

Introductory offer $395
expires Sept. 30, 1986

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
USE IT FOR 60 DAYS. IF YOU ARE
NOT TOTALLY SATISFIED RETURN
IT FOR A FULL REFUND.

It sounds great; the idea of a speedup board that you can
just plug right in as easily as putting bread in a toaster. How
wondeiful to be able to convert a PC or XT to a $4000 AT
without the exp>ense. But even when you get ready to spend
$595.00 you want to be sure your choice is the very best.

Here at PCSG we sell our IBM PC disk access speedup
software by the thousands. But software doesn't do any-
thing about speeding up the microprocessor (or CPU) speed.
As you know the microprocessor is the brain of the computer
that controls all the operations like screen updates and calcu-

lations like a spreadsneet makes.

Faster and smarter than anAT-
PCSGguarantees it.

We wanted to offer a speedup card that would be the
compliment to our disk speedup software, (incidentally in-

cluded at no extra charge.) We wanted it to be literally the

most advanced, fastest, most feature rich board available

today. We could only be satished with a board that was the
finest example of the engineering art.

is faster than the one found in the AT. A 16K cache memoi
provides zero-wait-access to the most recently used code
and data. In benchmark tests the card accelerated softwar
programs—both custom and off-the-shelf anywhere frorr

200% to as much as 700%. Wow!
Third, you have full compatibility. All existing sys

RAM, hardware, and peripheral cards can be used withoi
software modification. It operates with LAN and mainfrai

communication products and conforms to the Lotus/Intel

Microsoft Expanded Memory Specification (EMS). Softwa
compatibility is virtually universal.

Fourth, it is the best there is. There are several othe:

boards on the market. Some are priced about the same as

BREAKTHRU 286 and some are cheaper. We at PCSG h
compared them all, but there simply was no comparison.
What we discovered is that many cards being sold offer oi

a marginal speed up in spite of tneir claims. We found sor

to be merely versions of the obsolete 8088 or 8086, and otf

to be just poorly engineered. The 8MHz BREAKTHRU I

unequivocally the best executed and most completely reli.

board manufactured today.

PCSG has since early 1983 dominated the lap portable

market with ROM software such a Lucid spreadsheet and
Write ROM that reviewers rated as excellent. We were prc

to successfully enter the IBM PC market last year with dis

access speedup software. Now we are so pleased with the

BREAKTHRU speedup card. We use them on our own F

to make them faster than AT's. We are really excited about
thisproduct.
PCSG makes the unabashed statement that the BREAKl

develop!
This is theliest designed and most functional speed up c

available today. We guarantee it.

HERE IS WHAT MAKES IT SO SPECIAL.

286 card represents more advanced technology than boar
by Orchid, Quadram, Victor, Mountain, PC. Technologie
Pnoenix ... we could go on.
But an ad can't let you experience it for yourself. That's

we sell the BREAKiHRU 286 on a 60 day trial. If you art

completely satisfied return it within 60 days for a full refui

It is pricea at $595. Call today with your MasterCard, Visa
American Express or COD instructions and we will ship y
card the very next day. circle 489 on reader service C

First, it installs so easily. It is a half slot card, only five

inches in length. You don't even have to give up a full slot.

What's more, unlike competing products it works in the
Compaq and most clones. The mstructions are so simple we
considered showing a picture of a child putting it in. ^sy
diagrams show how you just place the card in an open slot,

remove the original processor and connect a single cable.

There is no software required. From that moment you are

running faster than an AT.

Second, it is advanced. The BREAKTHRU 286 replaces

the CPU of the PC or XT with an 802^ microprocessor that

PEROSMCe^R- ITER SLIffORTa
11035 Harry Hines Blvd. #207 •Dallas, Texas 75229

214-351-0564
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286 ran Hawlessly when tested with both

CGA and EGA cards. Earlier versions dis-

played serious compatibility problems

with IBM’s EGA card because of a con-

flict with the EGA internal registers when
writing dots on even-byte addresses. (See

the review of PC Technologies' 286 Ex-

press Card for a full description of the

problem.) According to a .spokesperson

from Victor, the upgrade policy is a

straight swap. You send in the old card,

and the company sends you the upgraded

EGA-compatible board.

The SpeedPac 286 can accommodate

either a 5-MHz or an 8-MHz 80287 math

coprocessor. Installation requires inserting

a socket plug into the 8087 socket, setting

a jumper to select the proper clock speed,

and setting your system board's coproces-

sor DIP switch to off. Following the man-

ual's directions will present you with a

problem if you have an Intel Above Board

installed. It seems that the Above Board

system manager does not like the DIP
switch set to off, and if it is, the Above
Board will report an error and refuse to

load. Leaving the switch set to on—as the

Above Board wants it—presents no prob-

lems. Using an 8-MHz 80287 increases

floating-point calculations performed with

the math coprocessor by the speed of about

20 percent over the 5-MHz version.

If you are looking to increase your pro-

cessing speed significantly, do not want to

make that many changes to the present

configuration of your system, and do not

think you will ever need to disable your

cache, Victor Technologies’ SpeedPac
286 is a good investment.

—Vincent Puglia

B TinyTurbo 286

The TinyTurbo 286, from Orchid Tech-

nology, is one of those rare pieces of

equipment that does what it's supposed to

with no fu.ss, no muss, and remarkably lit-

tle bother. Its purpose, of course, is to

speed up your PC or XT, and it does so in a

way that isn’t likely to interfere with any-

thing else in your system.

The TinyTurbo 286 is built around the

80286. The chip is rated at 8 MHz and runs

at a little over 7 MHz, or somewhat fa.ster

than the AT. There is also room for an op-

tional 80287 on the board. A jumper next

to the 80287 socket lets you set the board

for either the 5-MHz version of the co-

processor or the more expensive 8-MHz
version. PC Magazine Labs used the 8-

MHz version for its tests.

The TinyTurbo board is half-card size

and designed to fit in the slot closest to the

8088 on the system board. Installation en-

tails removing the 8088 from its socket and

plugging it into a small piggyback board

on the TinyTurbo. A 3-inch cable runs

from the piggyback board to the 8088
socket. Once you have gotten the board in-

stalled, a switch on the back lets you run

your system using either the 80286 at high

speed or the 8088 at the standard 4.77

MHz.

A^ ODD TWIST The only problem I

had with this board was during installa-

tion. Pulling the 8088 from the system

board is not a trivial task, even with the

chip-puller that comes with the board. And
once you get the 8088 out, straighten the

pins, and plug it into the piggyback board,

you still have to plug the connector from

the 3-inch cable into the 8088 stxrket on the

system board.

The piggyback board on the TinyTurbo

is offset from the socket on the iTKJther-

boatd by about half an inch. If you put the

board in first and then try to plug in the ca-

ble. as suggested in the manual, you'll find

that the offset puts a strain on the ribbon

cable, making it difficult to line up the pins

with the .socket. It works better to plug the

connector in first, then put the board into

the slot. But because of the offset, there is

no way to avoid a twist in the cable.

This isn't really a problem, except that

the manual states that the cable should not

have a twist in it. After staring at the cable

for a few minutes, I called Orchid to find

out what was wrong. It was the manual

.

JUST WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Aside from this one inaccuracy, the man-
ual fares well. A scant 12 pages long, it

covers everything you'll need to know
for installing and using the board.

What's more, it’s written in clear lan-

guage and includes a useful illustration

and professional design layout. The
manual is weak on explanation and tech-

nical information, but that comes under

the category of things you might like to

know, not things you have to know.

The manual claims. "Once Tiny-

Turbo is installed, your system will work
just the way it did before, only faster.”

That's just a shade off the absolute truth.

For most programs, you can set the

switch on the board to turbo mode and

zip along at high speed. On most of the

PC Labs tests, the board clocked in at

two to three times the speed of a standard

PC. The difference is enough to be obvi-

ous in even the most casual use—asking

for a directory , for example , or watching

1 -2-3 recalculate a spreadsheet.

There are some programs, mostly

games, where the extra speed doesn't

help. In those cases you simply flick the

switch to go back to normal PC-XT
speed using the 8088. In this PC mode,

your system behaves just as if the Tiny-

Turbo 286 weren't there. You can even

use an 8087 on the system board, if you

have one. The 3-inch distance between

8088 and 8087 made no difference in the

PC Labs tests.

The one drawback to changing speed

is that it also reboots the system. This

means you can't change speed mid-
stream. but it also gives you a hardware

reset feature for those times when Ctrl-

Alt-Del doesn’t work.

CACHE MEMORY ON BOARD One
warning; also on the board is 8K ofRAM
for cache memory, and much of the

speed of the TinyTurbo 286 comes from

this cache technique. The board includes

a jumper for enabling or disabling the

cache. I tested it both ways and found

ThiyTiirtio286

Orchid Technology Inc.

47790 Westingbouse Dr.

Fremont, CA 94539

(415)490>8586

List Price: Without 80287, $695

Requires: PC or PC>XT.

In Short: The 8K cache and conservative

system board interface ofthe TinyTXvbo 286

make it easy to use, reliable, and trouble*

free.
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that with the cache disabled, the speeds

were significantly slower—in many
cases approaching the speed for a stan-

dard PC. When the TinyTurbo 286 board

accesses either system board or expan-

sion board memory, it inserts five wait

states to stretch out the read or write cy-

cle and accommodate slow memory
chips. When accessing memory from the

cache, however, it uses 1 6-bit reads with

no wait states.

According to the manual, some “less

compatible” computers may need the

cache feature disabled. In those cases, the

TinyTurbo is not worth the price. But

with the PC or XT there is no reason to

disable the cache, and with the cache this

board looks good indeed. I’m not about

to trade my AT for a TinyTurbo-
equipped PC. But would I put a Tiny-

Turbo in my PC if that were my working

machine? You betcha.—^M, David Stone

B 286 TurboCache

When we were sorting through accelerator

boards as they arrived at the PC Magazine

Labs, we couldn’t help noUcing the simi-

larity between MicroWay’s 286 Turbo-

Cache and Orchid Technology’s Tiny-

Turbo 286. The boards were the exact

same size and appeared to have the same

components in the same place. The only

obvious difference between them that we
could spot was that one board said Orchid,

while the other had a label that said

FACT FILE
286TurboCadie
MkfoWay Inc.

P.O.Box 79
Kingston, MA(C364
(617)746-7341

List Price: Without 80287, $595; optional 5-

MHz80287•3.$179;optklna]8-MHz80287-

8, $295

Requires: PCorPC-XT
la Short: MictoWay's 286 TuitioCache is

the same boaid as Oidiid's TinyTUrbo 286,

but MicfoWay includes some additionat

technical inframation and utility programs

that don'tcome widi Orchid's board.

CIRCLg litON tCACCR SERVICE CARD

MicroWay 286 TurboCache.

A deftly applied fingernail proved that

the MicroWay label was simply pasted

over Orchid’s board, and calls to

MicroWay and Orchid confirmed that the

boards themselves were identical. So why
does MicroWay’s version sell for $100

less than Orchid’s version?

A FEW DIFFERENCES The answer

seems to be a matter of cutting comers,

with the biggest difference being that

MicroWay offers a 1-year warranty while

Orchid offers 2 years.

Another noteworthy difference shows

up in the manuals. It’s obvious that one of

them is a rewritten version of the other.

But, as noted elsewhere. Orchid’s manual

offers a useful illustration and a well-de-

signed layout. MicroWay’s manual skips

the illustration, leaving you to find

jumpers and sockets on your own. And its

layout makes the text more difficult to

read. On the plus side, MicroWay’s man-

ual contains additional technical informa-

tion (though some of it is wrong and is be-

ing rewritten).

BUNDLED PROGRAMS MicroWay
also bundles several utility programs with

the board, including a print buffer, a

RAMdisk, an 80287 test program, and a

hard disk cache (not the same thing as the

8K memory cache). And where Ochid’s

manual tells you to test the 80287 on your

board by mnning a program that uses it,

MicroWay’s manual just tells you to mn
the 80287 test program.

The overall effect is that MicroWay’s
version of this board is more of a hacker’s

package than Orchid’s version. If you feel

comfortable with that, then the $100 sav-

ings is probably worth it. If you don’t feel

comfortable buying a hacker’s package,

then the better installation instructions and

the 2 year’s warranty may well be worth

the extra $100.—^M, David Stone

B TurboEGA
Orchid Technology describes the Tur-

boEGA as “the world’s fastest enhanced

graphics adapter." When you first leam

what this board is all about, the statement

seems a little deceptive. On closer look,

however, it turns out Orchid is absolutely

correct, but not in the way that you might

think.

Above all, the TurboEGA is a clever

and innovative marketing idea. On one

board Orchid combines an enhanced
graphics adapter and an accelerator for a

PC or XT. The accelerator part of the Tur-

boEGA is basically Orchid’s TinyTurbo

286, which lists at $695. Orchid’s regular

EGA board is $595. Together on one card

they offer no more functionality or greater

graphics speed than ifyou installed the two

cards separately. (Text speed is another

story.) But the TurboEGA costs only

$945, fits in one slot, and Orchid throws in

a free copy ofMicrosoft Windows.

Like the TinyTurbo 286, the installa-

tion and use of the TurboEGA is fairly

simple. You remove your 8088 and plug it

into the TurboEGA. You run a cable from

the board to the 8088 socket. A set of

jumpers tells the TurboEGA how much
memory to cache. A toggle in the back

switches between 8088 mode and turbo

mode. Switching between modes causes a

reboot.

GRAPHICS DISPLAY The EGA part of

the TurboEGA is a standard configuration

based on the ubiquitous Chips and Tech-

nologies EGA CHIPSet. It has all the trap-

pings and features found on most other

EGA boards (see “Achieving the Stan-

dard; 12 EGA Boards,” PC Magazine.

Volume 5 Number 14).

With the turbo mode switched off, EGA
graphics are no faster or slower than on

IBM’s EGA or on any other EGA built

around the Chips and Technologies EGA

[2^
Wtiai fact file
TurboEGA
Orchid Technology Inc.

47790 Westin^iouse Dr.

Fremont. CA 94539

(415)490^86
List Price: $945; for optional 80287, $375
Requires: IBM PC, XT, or compatible.

In Short; By giving you an accelerator and
an enhanced graphics adapter combined <x)

one board, the TurboEGA saves you a slot

and some money. This is an ideal board for

people «dio are looking for both features.
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CHIPSet. With the tuibo mode switched

on, the graphics are no faster or slower

than on IBM’s EGA board with Orchid’s

TinyTurbo 286 installed, which lets your

graphics run about twice as fast.

TEXT DISPLAY For the display of text

through the BIOS, however, the Turbo

EGA’s combination of the accelerator and

EGA on one board provides a distinct ad-

vantage. In tuibo mode, the 80286 access-

es the EGA ROM BIOS in 16-bit words

rather than 8-bit bytes. That’s a speed im-

provement you cannot get with separate

accelerator and EGA boards in a PC or

XT. Even on an AT, the 80286 accesses an

EGA BIOS in bytes. This enhancement af-

fects only text displays (and works only on

programs that do not write directly to the

screen) because the BIOS is not normally

used for graphics.

The TurboEGA BIOS also proves that

you can still get some
’

‘turbo’ ’ power from

tight programming without any hardware

speedups. Generally, DOS uses the BIOS
Teletype routine for screen output. Since

the sp^ of this Teletype routine deter-

mines, for instance, how fast a DIR listing

displays to the screen, it’s something

you’ll experience every time you use your

PC. It just so happens that the BIOS Tele-

type routine in the TurboEGA has been

highly optimized for speed. For instance,

the first thing the Interrupt lOh BIOS rou-

tine does is check to see if it’s being asked

to do a Teletype call.

This software optimization is signifi-

cant. Even in non-turbo mode, the BIOS
Teletype routines are twice as fast as

IBM’s EGA BIOS and faster than any of

the EGA boards reviewed in “Achieving

the Standard: 12 EGA Boards.” (Howev-

er, because of this optimization, the Tele-

type routines will disable screen-recall

programs.)

SimSOME BUGS The EGA BIOS in

the board 1 tested (Version 1 .2) still needs

some work, but the bugs are not severe and

are typical of EGA boards in early stages

of marketing. The Write String logic is not

consistent with IBM’s, and the automatic

font loading on a mode reset causes the

EGA to crash.

An included disk contains software for

CGA or Hercules emulation using the

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMl) technique.

I have not been happy with this form of

emulation on other boards, and I’m still

not happy with it. In fact, it results in one

small hitch to the TurboEGA. Because the

emulation software and 8087 Exception

interrupt both use the NMI, the manual

recommends that the “coprocessor in-

stalled" switch on the system board be

turned on, even ifan 8087 is installed. This

disables the 8087 Exception interrupt in

non-turbo mode.

Without the CGA and Hercules emula-

tion software, I found I could leave the

switch off without any problems, and the

system board 8087 worked fine in non-tur-

bo mode. So, if you throw away the emu-

lation software, you’ll be able to get full

functionality out of the system board 8087

while in 8088 mode and out of the 80287

on the TurboEGA board while in turbo

mode. Terrific.

A HOT COMBINATION So what is the

TurboEGA exactly? I’ve decided that it’s a

multifunction board. But whereas most

multifunction boards combine relatively

mundane items such as memory, parallel

and serial ports, and a clock, the Tur-

boEGA combines two hot (but still rela-

tively unconunon) PC enhancements. This

is a daring and interesting twist on the mul-

tifunction concept, and Orchid has carried

it off very well.

The TurboEGA may be “the world’s

fastest EGA,” but it’s also “the world’s

prettiest accelerator.” I like this board—

I

like it a lot.—Charles Petzold

M SuperSprint

Quadram Corp. ’s newest accelerator card,

the SuperSprint, is somewhat similar to the

Quadsprint (reviewed in this issue) in that

it offers reliability, ease of use, and a con-

servative speed increase at a reasonable

price. It differs from the Quadsprint in that

its design includes a larger cache area and a

socket for an optional 8087

.

The SuperSprint’s lO-MHz 8086
comes on a full-length card that draws 7'/2

watts of power. While the beta test board I

reviewed included Jumpers, (^adram has

stated that they will be replaced with more-

manageable DIP switches (a change al-

ready reflected in the documentation).

Rather than being limited to the 4K bytes

of direct-mapped cache found on the

Quadsprint, the SuperSprint has two types

of caching: 32K bytes for direct page and

%K bytes for image caching.

Installing the SuperSprint is about as

complicated as whistling Dixie: you may
never want to do it professionally, but you

will be able to do it whenever called upon.

Even novices should be able to pull their

8088 chip, slap the SuperSprint into an

empty slot, and connect the cable within S

minutes of taking the cover off their PC or

XT. If you are nervous about opening a

computer and playing with its seemingly

intricate components, know that with the

SuperSprint—unlike with many other

boards that include a cache—you can dis-

able the cache without removing the card.

When you boot your system, the Su-

perSprint copies the first 96K bytes of

memory into its image cache. This is the

area in memory that contains EXDS, inter-

rupts, and the teginning code of many ap-

plications. Another 32K bytes of on-board

16-bit direct page caching enables the Su-

perSprint to access some of the other data.

SOi^WARE-SWirCHlNG THE CACHE
Perhaps the nicest feature of this board

(and one that other manufacturers would

do well to include in their comparable

boards) is its ability to enable or disable the

cache with a one-line BASIC statement.

(If you have never used BASIC, don’t

worry, because the documentation gives

detailed instructions.) You cannot appreci-

ate such a feature until you install a new
program or card, only to discover some in-

compatibility problem. With a software

FACT FILE
SuperSprint

Quadram Corp.

4355 Internationa] Blvd.

Norcross.GA 30093

(d04)923-««66

Lbt Price; $393

Requkes: IBM PC or XT. a full slot.

In Short: Quadram’s SuperSprint provides

transparent usage and a reliable, albeit con-

servative, increase in throughput for a rea-

sonable price.
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switch, you simply disable the cache, de-

termine whether the accelerator card is at

fault, and proceed from there. Without the

software switch, you need to disassemble

your unit, remove the card, change the

jumper setting, reconnect your card, and

then proceed. 1 love switches that do not

require shutting down the system.

The SuperSprint is completely EGA
compatible. Like almost everything else

about this board, its use of the enhanced

graphics adapter is transparent. Unlike the

Quadsprint, the SuperSprint displayed vir-

tually no snow when used with a color/

graphics card.

THE ONE EXCEPTION The only PC
Labs test that the SuperSprint failed had to

do with the 8087. Like some other boards

in this roundup, Quadram’s board failed to

enable the Exception interrupt. As ex-

plained in this article's introduction, this

may present problems when running prr>

grams compiled under Microsoft C, FOR-
TRAN, and Pascal. Aside from that, the

floating-point calculation with the 8087

math coprocessor showed an increase of

almost 2Vi times that of a standard XT.

We also received a version of Micro-

Cache with the SuperSprint. This non-

copy-protected software ineludes utilities

for disk caching, print spooling, and

RAMdisks. It supports EMS, EEMS, and

extended memory schemes. The software

is easy to use and offers enough flexibility

and power to make it quite useful

.

COMPETENT DOCUMENTATION
The documentation we received with the

board may have been a preliminary ver-

sion, but it was at least up to par with Quad-

ram’s other manuals. Besides giving in-

stallation and usage instructions and

specifrcations, it included a detailed sec-

tion on enabling and disabling the cache

from DOS and WordStar, plus another

section that described the actual caching

implementation.

Quadram’s SuperSprint may not

seream down the silicon corridors of

your PC’s memory, but it does sprint

across them at a respectable clip. If you

need speed and reliability but do not want

to push your machine to the limits, the

SuperSprint is probably what you are

looking for.—Vincent Puglia

I Number

Smasher/ECM
MicroWay’s Number Smasher/ECM con-

tains a 10-MHz 8086 that runs at 9.54

MHz, precisely double the speed of the

8088 in your IBM PC or XT. The board

can include up to 1 megabyte of memory,

which replaces the memory on your sys-

tem and expansion boards. Proeessor

speed doubles because of the faster clock

and sometimes almost triples owing to the

16-bit accesses of the 8086. MicroWay

ECM is MicroWay’s

approach to expanding

DOS memory to 1 ,016K.

says it will soon start shipping the Number
Smasher with a NEC V30 instead of an

8086. That will help even more.

To install the Number Smasher, you

must remove your 8088 and 8087 and any

expansion memory that would conflict

with memory on the accelerator board. A
cable from the Number Smasher connects

to the 8088 socket.

EASY MODE SWITCHING The Num-
ber Smasher’s 8086 can run in either fast

mode (9.54 MHz with 16-bit accesses) or

slow mode (4.77 MHz with 8-bit access-

es). You ean switch between modes with-

out rebooting by a variety of methods: a

toggle switch on the baek of the board,

running the two programs provided on

disk (called Slow and Fast), or through the

keyboard after you’ve installed the memo-
ry-resident FS ,COM . In either slow or fast

mode, the processor uses an optional

8087, which may be installed on the Num-
ber Smasher board.

Number Smasher software also in-

cludes a diagnostics program, 8087 test

programs, disk caching, a RAMdisk, and

print spooler utilities.

The slow mode emulates (but does not

exaetly duplicate) an 8088 running at 4.77

MHz. It will actually mn somewhat slower

(sometimes up to 20 percent slower) than a

normal machine. This results from the

8086 16-bit accesses. External hardware

on the board translates each word access to

2-byte accesses, so the Number Smasher

board must sometimes make one more

byte-instruction fetch than is necessary.

The fast mode has no wait states in the

16-bit memory aecesses except for memo-
ry writes that occur in the 256K bytes of

system board memory (or 64K for old

rcs). Five wait states are inserted when

the board also writes to system board

memory, so the DMA controller continues

to work.

THEECMMODULE At the time of this

testing, MicroWay had just developed a

new “improved” Number Smasher that

incorporated an Extended Conventional

Memory (ECM) module. The most chari-

table thing I can say is that the ECM mod-

ule is in the early stages of development

and may be improved in the future. ECM
is MicroWay’s approach to expanding

DOS memory beyond the 640K-byte limit

all the way up to 1 ,016K.

Use of ECM requires a deviee driver

called MEGADOS to be listed in your

CONFIG.SYS file and a program ealled

MEMSET. When you execute MEMSET
with a parameter indicating the desired

memory size of DOS, your machine re-

boots with that new size. You may also in-

struct MEMSET to copy the contents of

the ROM BIOS and ROM BASIC into the

Number Smasher memory. Doing so will

significantly speed up BIOS operations

Number Smasher/KC.’M

MicroWay Inc.

P.O. Box 79

Kingston, MA 02364

(6I7»746-734l

List Price: $699 (5 12K): $799(1 Mbyte):

$250 for optional 8-MHz 8087; $295 for op-

tional l2-MHz8087
Requires: IBM K' or XT
In Short: The Number Smasher/ECM is

very fast even though it relies on an 8086 rath-

er than an 80286. However, a new Extended

Conventional Memory mixlule that comes

with the board i.s not yet bug-free and perhaps

will never be,
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FiveTips

On BuyingA
Personal Computer

Buying by mail is one of the best ways
there is to purchase computer equipment
It's fast, convenient and cost efficient.

But with those benefits comes a risk . .

.

many of those inexpensive PC clones can
turn into expensive headaches after arriv-

ing in the mail.

Before you order PC equipment from
anyone through an ad . make sure it

passes the following test. Taking a min-
ute now could save you a lot of money . .

.

and a lot of aggravation.

1. Does the product come complete?

Many mail-order outfits leave out mon-
itors, display cards, disk drive control-

lers and other essentials in an effort to

keep the advertised price low. By the

time you add in the cost of these com-
ponents, you may not be getting such a

"bargain” after all.

2. Is the machine fully tested?

Any computer is only as reliable as its

components, so make sure it has
passed a rigorous Quality Control test.

ThroughThe

Mail.

Don’t be bashful: call the company and
ask if the machine is built primarily

with domestic hardware or inferior

“offshore" parts. While you’re at it.

ask for reprints of any product reviews

from respected publications like this

one (if they can’t provide any. don't

take a chance—no matter how low the

advertised price is).

3. How compatible is the BIOS?
Everyone claims some degree of "com-
patibility" yet frequently these same
machines won’t run some popular soft-

ware packages. If a mail-order outfit

can’t tell you what BIOS their

machines use, steer clear (The AMI
BIOS is generally considered the

most compatible).

4. Does the machme meet FCC specs?

Many price-cutting PCs don’t meet
FCC "Class B" home-use guidelines.

That means they could interfere with

your television, stereo and other appli-

ances. Watch out for disclaimers in the

ad, or PCs rated to less demanding
"Class A commercial" FCC standards.

5. What is the company's reputation?

Sometimes you can tell a "fly-by-

night" outfit just by looking at its

hastily-prepared, slipshod ad. But

even if their ad looks slick, keep up on
the product reviews in magazines like

this one. Or better yet. call the editors

directly and ask them.

Four More\(^ysTb Make SureY)ui:e

GettingThe BestValue.
PC Designs has always passed the test

above with flying colors. Fh)m the super
high-performance ET-286i to the super
high-value Plain Vanilla, our compati-
bles are among the most respected on the

market today. That's because we won’t
put our name on anything we don't

design ourselves, from the best compo-
nents available. And PC Designs support

is legendary: we were the first to offer a

30-day money back guarantee and a full

year warranty.

Any Questions?

We hope this ad will help you make a

more informed buying decision. But if

you have questions, we invite you to call

us at ourliilsa headquarters. And while
you’re at it. ask for our literature.

5837 South Garnett
'lUlsa, Oklahoma 74146

(918) 252-5550
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(such as screen output) and interpreter BA-
SIC programs.

However, since ECM allows for large

DOS sizes by switching around the way it

addresses banks of memory, it has many of

the problems I encountered with All Com-
puters’ All Card (for a review, see “More
Options for Enlarging the Dimensions of

Memory,” PC Magazine

,

Volume 5

Number 11), which attempts to do some-

thing similar. Once you go beyond 704K
bytes, you have to start doing something

with programs that write directly to the

screen. These programs include virtually

all word processors, spreadsheets, pop-

ups, and any program that uses graphics.

MicroWay’s solution (like All Comput-

ers’) is to patch these programs. The patch

requires additional code to flip the display

in and out of the memory space.

MicroWay makes available some patches

to popular programs (such as 1-2-3 and

WordStar), but 1 did not see these.

OTHERPROBLEMS First, ECM is not

compatible with EGA graphics in the en-

hanced (350-scan-line) mode. You cannot

expand DOS beyond 640K bytes if you

use these modes. Second, although I fol-

lowed the manual’s instructions in setting

the Intel Above Board/PC to segment

E(X)0h and running MEMSET to avoid

that segment, upon reboot the Expanded

Memory Manager could not find the mem-
ory on the Above Board. Third, when I set

a big DOS that encompassed segment

B(XX)h (where the screen normally resides)

and loaded a bunch of dummy resident

programs that boosted me up to that seg-

ment, I found that a program would load in

both the ECM RAM and onto my screen

(right before it crashed).

The old Number Smasher without

ECM was a nice, clean, relatively straight-

forward accelerator board that performed

very well, The new model with ECM tries

to do more than just accelerate and does

not yet do it well. Although MicroWay
says it will continually make enhance-

ments and improvements to fix up ECM, 1

fear the company may well be in an engi-

neering quagmire with this board.

Fortunately, you can ignore the ECM
module entirely and still have a very fast,

very reliable, and reasonably priced accel-

erator.—Charles Petzold

B Turbo Accel-286

Earth Computers’ Turbo Accel-286 full-

length card comes with 640K bytes of 16-

bit RAM and a toggle for switching be-

tween 8088 and 80286 modes. The card

also accommodates an optional 80287

math coprocessor. Jumpers select the

clock speed of the 80287 and the amount

of memory to be accessed on the mother-

board. While the Turbo Accel-286 shows

some nice speed increases, its installation,

a poor manual, and design problems seri-

ously hamper its functionality.

Installing Earth Computers’ Turbo Ac-

cel-286 on an XT requires tremendous pa-

tience—more than you may be prepared to

expend. While the process is similar to that

of comparable boards—you remove the

8088 from the motherboard, plug it into

the Earth card, set the memory switches,

and connect the cable to the empty 8088

socket—Job-like patience is necessary pri-

marily because of logistics. The combina-

tion of a full-length card and the placement

of the disk controller cards leaves little

room for connecting the relatively short

and extremely rigid cable.

TROUBLESOME INSTALLATION It

took close to 15 minutes to plug the cable

into the empty 8088 socket. Then, when I

moved the system a few inches on the

desktop, the cable slipped out of the socket

and had to be reinserted. Installation on an

IBM PC should be easier. (Earth Comput-

ers claims a longer cable is available, but it

didn’t send me one when asked. This ap-

parent lack of concern from the company

was manifested in other areas as well.)

A toggle in the back of the card allows

you to switch between 80286 and 8088

modes. In effect, the toggling avoids com-

patibility problems by letting you run pro-

grams in the slower mode. The documen-

tation notes that you should use the 8088

mode when performing such operations as

a DISKCOPY and other timer-dependent

programs. Since this involves switching

between processors, toggling between

modes requires rebooting the system.

If you have less than 256K bytes of

RAM on the motherboard, you need to set

the memory configuration jumpers before

you can squeeze the Earth card into an

empty slot. Then you must disable all

memory on any multifunction card that

fills your system to the 640K IX)S limit. In

other words, if you want the optimum
speed without conflicts in memory ad-

dressing and you already have a 640K sys-

tem, you pull as many chips as you can so

that the 80286 is addressing words rather

than bytes. Presumably, the people at

Earth Computers believe that you can af-

ford to use the old 8-bit RAM chips as

pushpins on your bulletin board. A far

more elegant solution would have been to

allow the 8-bit memory to be used as a

cache or RAMdisk. This disabling refers

only to memory below 640K; expanded

memory (EMS) such as that found on the

Intel Above Board is compatible with the

Turbo Accel-286.

AN EGA FIX At the end of the review

process. Earth Computers sent a disk with

a program that copied the ROM BIOS into

the 16-bit RAM memory on the board.

This utility lets you run BASIC programs

in the 286 mode. Two other programs on

the disk were an EGA fix and a fix for

80287 operation. Neither fix is what you

would expect after having paid $995 for

the board.

If you boot the system in turbo mode
when using an EGA card, the system asks

you to hit FI to resume. Once you do so

and run Earth’s EGA fix, the system
comes up in 40-coIumn mode and you

need to execute a MODE COSO com-
mand. While the entire process—except

for hitting FI—can be placed in AU-
TOEXEC.BAT, the solution is less than

elegant and borders on the absurd. Even

FACT FILE
Turbo .\ccel-ZII6

Earth Cwmpuler.

10536 Bechler River

Fountain Valley. CA 92728

(714)964-5784

List Price: $995

Requires: IBM PC or XT, a full slm.

In Short: Although the Turbo Accel-286 of-

fers speedy t^ration in 80286 rmxlc and a

toggle to run the 8088, iLs functionality is

hampered by design problems and inadequate

software fixes,
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What can you expect for $1000?
As prices for PC-compatibles come down,

your chances of buying a lemon go up. The
fact is, a lot of seeming bargains can turn out

to be expensive traps.

That’s not to say a reliable, full-featured

PC for $1000 is impossible to find. You just

have to know where to look. And what to

look for.

At PC Designs, we've built a reputation of

knowing where to look for the finest, most
reliable components and offering them in

easy-to-assemble kits. The result has always

been higher performance at a lower price.

Even at $995 complete, our new PC is no
exception.

The Plain Truth

We call our new XT-compatible The Plain

Vanilla ... an honest computer at an honest

price. But don't be fooled by the name—or
the price. The Plain Wnilla outperforms any
other computer in its price range, and some
costing a lot more.

Listen to what Paul Bonner of PC Week had
to say about The Plain \^nilla: . at $995,

The Plain Wnilla represents an incredible

bargain for a standard XT-compatible!’

So what do you get for $995?

Pure Rrformance
• IBM PC-XT compatible BIOS
• 640K on-board RAM
• Intel 4.77 MHz 8066 Microprocessor
• 135-watt 110-220 VAC power supply

• TWo DS/DD floppy drives with controller

• High-resolution amber monochrome
display

• Monochrome graphics compatible display

card
• "Switchable” AT-style keyboard
• l\vo parallel ports, two RS232 serial ports

and game port

Actually, there’s a lot more. Like a built-in

clock/calendar with battery back-up.

support for an optional 6087 math co-

processor, RAM disk software, a print

spooler (along with several useful public

domain programs) and a hinged, metal XT-
style case with six expansion slots.

It^ Complete

As with all PC Designs products. The Plain

Vanilla comes to you complete (a lot of PCs at

this price are just skeletons—you have to add
a monitor or a keyboard or a graphics board or

. .
.
you get the idea).

If you should want to expand your system,

let us know. We have a full line of exciting pe-

ripherals at equally exciting prices (How ex-

citing? Call us and we’ll tell you in detail).

In fact, if you’d like to enhance The Plain

Vanilla right away, order it with a 20 mega-
byte hard disk for just $1,495.

Call Us Now
One thing is as plain as day; There's a lot of

demand for a PC this good at a price this rea-

sonable. So call us now at our lUlsa head-

quarters and order your Plain Wnilla. And
remember to ask about our 30-day risk-free

policy and our one-year warranty.

The Plain Vanilla ftom PC Designs. It's just

plain incredible.

in05-B East 56th St.

lUlsa, Oklahoma 74146

(918) 252-5550
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Highest performance, competitive price.

Why settle for less?

Includes: 10 MHz 80286 syslem unit, full spec 10 MHz 80286
processor on RRT Alias motherboard, switch selectable 10,

8 or 6 MHz operation, 512K memory, 1,2 MEG floppy drive

combined hard disk plus floppy controller card, tactile AT

keyboard. 192W power supply. 1 serial and 1 parallel port, clock/

calendar with battery backup. 6 expansion slots, runs all mapr
PC. XT, AT” software. $2695. With 8 MHz 80287 add $379 640K
on motherboard add $99

with 30 hlEG 38 MS
voice coil hard drive (see below):

10 MHz Alias board.

Available in 10 or 8 MHz.
Convert your PC or XT
to RRT/AT.™

Includes: built in multifunction

card. 1 serial port, 1 parallel

port, clock/calendar. 512K
memory, switch selectable

10. 8. or 6 MHz operation,

uses only lull spec 80286
components, 6 expansion

slots on XT version. 5 on PC
version Runs all mapr PC,

XT, AT software. With 8 MHz 80287 add $379 640K on
motherboard add $99 Lithium battery pack $19 8MHzATIas
upgrade board $1095

10 MHz ATIas upgrade
board:

Se^g^BnaCMiaretrgtslewJt'aoemann rSMPC iBMxT iBU AT"* aieiraoefnafi^soi iBM
Cotpomor

Seagate 30 MEG high

speed 38 MS access
time Hard drive for AT.

"

Heads park automatically at

power down.
Uses linear voice coil actuator.

Includes full height hard disk,

cables, and mounting rails.

Boots from hard disk. Full one
year warranty

30 MEG
38 MS drive: $64m
other Products:

High performance hard plus floppy controller w/cables: $339
AT ' multi-IOcard $199.

Hercules compatible monochrome graphics card $149
1.2 MEG floppy disk: $179
360K floppy disk $109. circle 214 on reader service card

T«rms:^ wmanty service One year iimtied warranty on ReO River TecnncXogy products

.^ontad technical support <or a reti^ aulhonj-aton rxjrnber i RMAi Returns must be accompanied
byyour^Ainvoceanda&netexpianaliori Ounngthe warrarvy penod Red Rnrer TectmolOQv Irv:

wd repair or replace 4ems at our opbon fcvcredtrCoritaa our cusioiner support departrnorvwTtriin

to days oi date shipped from Red R>verTechr«iogy Inc tor credit return authorualioniCRAi Credir

requests are subiect to a iO*«restociunQ tee NocrecMsare-^suedafteriOdaysfromstvpcangdate
So^ Quanttses may be bmrted Red Pwer Techrx>iogy reserves the nght to'subeiiiute equtvaieni

•terns M prices are suPiect to change without notice

Red River Technology. Inc.

4001 West Airport Frwy., Suite 270
Bedford. Texas 76021

Telephone: 8171571-5714

Telex: 510601 6264 RED RIVER TECH



ACCELERATOR BOARDS

when running on a CGA. the board is far

from trouble-free, displaying approxi-

mately 3 inches of snow on the left side of

the screen.

While the Turbo Accel-286 can accom-

modate either a 5- or an 8-MHz 80287

math coprocessor, it does so with great dif-

ficulty. To begin with, the pinholes in the

socket are so small that the installation of

the chip will invariably bend or break a few

pins. Once you or your dealer manages to

get the 80287 plugged into the socket, you

will find that programs will be unable to

use it.

Programs that support a math coproces-

sor will be able to detect that an 80287 is

Installing Earth Com-

puters’ Turbo Accel-286

on an XT requires

tremendous patience

—

more than you may

be prepared to expend.

installed (using the standard routine rec-

ommended by Intel), but they will hang

when they actually try to use the 80287 for

calculations. I Uied out several different 8-

MHz 80287 math coprocessor chips in the

Turbo Aecel-286, and they all experienced

the same problem in both the 5- and 8-

MHz selection. This indicates that the

80287 is not properly connected to the

80286. Quite possibly, the essential 80287

Busy signal is not wired up right. Obvious-

ly, the situation is worse than if programs

couldn't find the 80287 at all.

It was only after I advised Earth Com-
puters of the problem that the company

sent the disk with the fixes. However, in-

stead of addressing the problem, the fix

simply reset the coprocessor DIP switch on

the motherboard. But since most programs

do not use this as a presence-test for the

math coprocessor, it didn't help at all.

Earlier Turbo Accel-286 boards came
with I megabyte of RAM. However, be-

cause they lacked any software and be-

cause of certain design problems, such as

conflicts with memory addressing (pro-

grams never knew whether they were run-

ning in 8-bit or 16-bit memory). Earth

Computers came out with the 640K-byte

board. This lack of foresight and concern

on the company’s part, coupled with the

implementation of its new board, has since

caused me to worry about the quality of

any of its boards.—Vincent Puglia

H 286 Speed Pak

Classic Technology’s 286 Speed Pak

ranks as one of the fastest accelerator

boards tested here. It runs an 8-MHz
80286 and includes I megabyte of on-

board memory. A socket is included for an

8-MHz 80287. In fast mode, the board

transfers the contents of your ROM BIOS
into memory on the board and accesses

both the transferred BIOS and convention-

al user memory with 16-bit words.

The short (30-page) manual covers in-

stallation of the board. This involves trans-

ferring your 8088 to the 286 Speed Pak and

attaching a cable between the board and an

empty socket. You must also remove an

8087 if you have one and remove or dis-

able all memory on expansion boards ex-

cept expanded memory conforming to the

Lotus/Intel/Microsoft expanded memory
specification. The manual also recom-

mends removing all but the first 64K bytes

of memory from the XT system board. It’s

not necessary, but it reduces power con-

sumption. You can make your XT think it

has only 64K on the system board by set-

ting the DIP switches appropriately.

MIRRORED MEMORY Although the

286 Speed Pak uses 640K bytes of on-

board memory, your existing system

board memory is not entirely neglected.

To prevent mnning afoul of the DMA con-

troller for disk accesses, it must also write

to remaining system board memory. This

mirrored system board memory is 256K on

a 256K PC, but only 64K on a 64K PC or

PC-XT.
A resident program, called Speedup,

included with the 286 Speed Pak fills up

what’s left of this lower 64K bytes of XT
memory, and so your applications pro-

grams run in memory that is not mirrored.

Software with the 286 Speed Pak includes

a RAMdisk and print spooler. The RAM-
disk software is an old-fashioned resident

program that requires setting your system

board DIP switches to indicate that another

drive is present. (Most modem RAMdisks
are CONFIG.SYS driver programs.) Un-

fortunately, the RAMdisk and print spool-

er take up part of your 640K of conven-

tional memory, even though the board has

leftoverRAM that is not used for anything.

A toggle switch on the back of the

board selects between the 8-MHz 80286

and the 4.77 MHz 8088. The slow mode
puts your 8088 back into the socket, so to

speak, and makes your system work al-

most as it did without the board. Your pro-

grams still have access to the 640K bytes

of memory on the 286 Speed Pak, but you

lose the use of a math coprocessor.

Since the toggle selects between two

processors, you can’t make the switch on

the fly. Doing so usually causes the PC to

crash. In the best case your machine will

simply reboot.

EGA compatibility is a problem. When
you power up your machine in turbo

mode, an EGA board will emit one long

and three short beeps (a memory-check er-

ror), switch to 40-column mode, and come
up thinking it has just 64K bytes ofmemo-
ry. (Classic Technology says this is a prob-

lem that occurs with about one out of four

of IBM’s EGAs, but 1 encountered it with

two out of two. Classic also says it has a

hardware jumper to fix it
.

)

FACT FILE
286 Speed Pak
Classic Technology Inc.

2090 Concourse Dr.

SanJose,CA9SI3l
(408)434<9333

Ust Price: $995; $299 for optional 5-MHz
80287-3; $499 for optional 8-MHz 80287-8;

$895 fort^onal 2.S-Mbyte memory mod-

ule card

Requires: IBM PC, XT, or compatible.

In Short: The 286 Speed Pak is certainly fast

enough, but it displayed some instability aiKl

had problems with the EGA during bootup.

The board probably makes most sense when

used with the memoiy modules and Qassic’s

multitasking software (neither are reviewed

here), but then you're getting into big bucks.
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ACCELERATOR BOARDS

Random crashes l didn't encoun-

ter any compatibility problems with nor-

mal programs, but the board had a habit of

randomly crashing—not often enough to

make it unusable but just enough to make

me leery of it. The board consistently

crashed only when ranning one of the PC
Magazine Labs test programs that used

channel 2 of the 8254 timer chip for some

precise measurements of processor speed

and wait states. Although some other ac-

celerator boards caused this program to re-

port strange results, the Classic 286 Speed

Pak was the only one that crashed it.

Although I did not have the opportunity

to test them. Classic Technology also sells

2.5-megabyte memory modules that plug

into the 286 Speed Pak but use up a slot

each. These memory modules provide

AT-type extended memory with a 24-bit

address and 16-bit data path for the 80286

accesses. Classic Technology sells a mul-

titasking system that incorporates use of

these boards with software support.

Although Qassic Technology believes

that the board will be compatible with a fu-

ture protected-mode DOS, the company is

wisely not emphasizing that potential. I’d

wait and see. Once you start adding up the

cost of the memory modules ($895 and a

slot each), it starts to make much more

sense to just buy an AT and be sure.

—Charles Petzold

M PC-elevATor

The PC-elevATor with an 80286 mnning

at 10 MHz is the winner in any speed con-

test for accelerator boards. The board in-

stalled easily and, like a skyscraper lift,

whizzed through most of the PC Magazine

Labs tests at ear-popping speeds. Unfortu-

nately, however, it did not quite make it

through all the tests, giving our staff a rath-

er bumpy ride.

Our trip skyward began uneventfully

enough. Installation consisted of merely

plugging the full-sized PC-elevATor
hoard into an open slot and running an in-

stall program on the supplied utilities disk.

The install program requests the name of a

directory (which must already exist) into

which it will copy the PC-elevATor com-

mand and system files; otherwise, installa-

tion is automatic, and no operator inter-

vention is required. During installation.

When PC-elevATor is

running properly, it

screams with performance.

PC-elevATor’s main system file,

UP.SYS, is copied in the root directory

and its name is automatically appended to

the CONFIG.SYS file. At this point, in-

stallation is basically complete, although

you may elect to further modify your

CONFIG.SYS and UP.SYS files in order

to take advantage of PC-elevATor’s more-

advanced features, such as extended and

expanded memory and print spooling.

UPSTAHIS/DOWNSTAUIS Once in-

stalled, PC-elevATor is invoked by ran-

ning a program called Up. Up actually per-

forms a warm boot, passing control of the

entire system to the PC-elevATor board

and its 80286 processor. In theory, most

users would want to add Up to their AU-
TOEXEC.BAT files and then spend all

their time “upstairs” in the accelerated

mode. However, PC-elevATor also comes

with a program called Down, which re-

stores the PC to its original mode of opera-

tion. This allows you to ran programs that

may be dependent on the PC’s normal

clock speed without having to physically

disable the elevATor hardware. The PC-

elevATor software also includes a pro-

gram called Level, which displays the cur-

rent mode of operation (“upstairs” or

“downstairs”). A special feature of Level

even makes it possible to add an appropri-

ate status message to the system prompt,

such as “UPO” or “DOWN C>”.
When PC-elevATor is ranning proper-

ly in its upstairs mode, it fairly screams

with performance. As expected, ofcourse,

the disk-intensive tasks in our PC Labs

tests showed only marginal improvement.

CPU-dependent tasks were what you’d ex-

pect from an 80286 raiming at 10 MHz
with no wait states. The times were not

quite double the speed of a 6-MHz PC AT,

but they were pretty close.

PC-elevATor shows off its greatest

speed—and greatest peculiarities—in han-

dling the screen. Normally, programs can-

not write to the color/graphics adapter until

the display is in a vertical or horizontal re-

trace. Otherwise, snow will appear on the

screen. The PC-elevATor buffers all

screen outputs and then blitzes them out to

the screen in fast bursts.

The improvement in speed for pro-

grams that use screen output is incredible:

3'/2 times faster than a 6-MHz PC AT in

the screen output using the BIOS Teletype

call and better than double the speed of a 6-

MHz PC AT for our 1-2-3 macro.

But the result insofar as how the screen

looks is strange. The PC-elevATor’s

method of updating the screen in discon-

tinuous spurts gives the screen a jerky feel-

ing and rains the effect of many graphics

displays, including animated screen dis-

plays. Another related graphics problem is

that PC-elevATor will not support IBM’s

Enhanced Graphics Adapter, except when
it is ranning in Color/Graphics Adapter

mode. The most serious problem, howev-

er, was that the PC-elevATor board we
tested simply didn’t work all the time.

RELIABaiTY VERSUS SPEED Our
reliability problems with the PC-elevATor

began immediately after installation. Ev-

erything worked fine in the downstairs

mode, but some very strange things began

FACT FILE
PC-devATor
Applied Reasoning Corp.

7^ Concofd Ave.

Cambridge , MA 02 1 38

(617)492-0700

Lfat Prices:8MHz with 1 Mbyte ofRAM.
$1. 193; with2MbytesofRAM, $1,595. 10

MHz with 1 Mbyte ofRAM. $1,995; with2

Mbytes ofRAM. $2,745; 5-MHz 80287 co-

piooessor, $325; 8-MHz 902S7 coprocessor,

$425.

Requires: IBM PC or conqxitible, (xie ex-

panskm slot.

In Short: This 80286'based entry is a verita-

ble speed demon, but it lock us a while to get

one that worked ri^. It supplies Lotus/

Intel/Microsoft expanded memory specifica-

tion and ATs extended memory right on the

board, but h doesn’t support IBM's En-

hanced Graphics Adapter.
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1 iT l] “Medium” Accelerator Boards: Summary of Features

Price

Card

length Installation

Micro-

proces-

sor

Clock

speed

(MHz)

Wait

slate?

Caching

Mem- efficiency

ory (speed

each- improve-

ing men!)

Emulates

normal

speed

60287

option

8087

Exception

Interrupt

works

EGA
compat-

ibility

Intel

Above
Board

compat-

ibility

87 88 Turbo

Board

$149

length

Cable to 8284 socket NECV20 6.67. 0

74.8.0
None N A Softvrare (Uses 8087 on

system board)

Yes OK OK

Quadsprint $345

length

Cable to 8086 socket 8066 9 54 6to7 4K 400% Disables cache

with jumper

Optional

daughterboard

Not tested OK OK

266 Express S595
Card length

Cable to 8088 socket 80286 7.2 5 to 6 8K 525% Disables cache

with lumper

Yes Yes Problem with

graphics

OK

SpeedPac

286

$595
length

Cable to 8088 socket 80286 7.2 5 to 6 8K 525% Disables cache

with jumper

Yes Yes OK OK

^TinyTurbo

^286
$695 '/i

length

Cable to 8088 socket,

old 8068 on board

80286 7.16 5 8K 525% Toggle switch Yes Yes OK OK

^286
TurboCache

$595 Vi

length

Cable to 8088 socket,

old 8086 on board

80286 7.16 5 8K 525% Toggle switch Yes Yes OK OK

TurboEGA $945 Full

length

Cable to 8088 socket,

old 8088 on board

80286 7.16 5 8K 525% Toggle switch Yes Yes OK OK

SuperSprinI $595 Full

length

Cable to 8088 socket 8066 10 6 to 7 128K 550% Software Yes No OK OK

“Large” Accelerator Boards: Summary of Features

8087 Above

Price

Card

length Installation

Micro-

proces-

sor

Clock

speed Wait

(Mhz) states

Memory
on board

Emulates

normal

speed

6087/

80287

option

Exception

Interrupt

works

EGA
compat-

ibility

Board

compat-

ibility

'n Number

ij Smasher ECM
$699 Full

length

Cable to 8088 socket 8086 9.54 5 on lower

256K writes

1 Mbyte Toggle or

software

Yes Yes OK OK

Turbo

Accel-286

$995 Full

length

Cable to 8068 socket 80286 8 lto2 640K Toggle

switch

Yes. but not

functional

No Error on

boot

OK

286 Speed

Pak

5995 Full

length

Cable to 8068 socket,

old 8088 on board

80286 8 Crashed test

program

1 Mbyte Toggle

switch

Yes Yes Error on

boot

OK

PC-elevATor $1,195 Full

length

Software drivers 80286 10 Problem with 2 Mbytes

test program

Software Yes Yes No enhanced

graphics in

fast mode

Uses board EMS
only in fast mode

PC Turbo-286e $1,195 Full

length

Software drivers 80286 8 3 1 Mbyte Software Yes No No enhanced

graphics in

fast mode

Uses board EMS
only in fast mode

OS —Indicates Editor’s Choice

to happen as soon as we went upstairs. The

most frequent of these caused our tests to

terminate and the PC-elevATor to fall im-

mediately downstairs, accompanied by the

cryptic etior message “unexpected inter-

rapt #303.” Another intermittent condi-

tion inappropriately caused the operating

system to return a “not enough memory”
message to any nonresident command

,

forcing us to reboot.

These and a variety of similar problems

suggested to us that our particular board or

its software might be corrupted—a suspi-

cion shared by the staff at Applied Reason-

ing. So, 2 days and one replacement board

later, PC Labs reran all the tests, as well as

PC-elevATor installed

easily and, like a sky-

scraper lift, whizzed

through most of the PC

Magazine Labs tests at

ear-popping speeds.

the manufacturer’s diagnostics. We were

glad to discover that most of the intermit-

tent problems had disappeared, but the

new board still had problems running

some of the PC Labs benchmark tests.

During the memory-access benchmark

test, for example, the system hung com-

pletely when expanded memory was ad-

dressed, And during the 1 -2-3 spreadsheet

benchmark test, our old nemesis, “unex-

pected interrupt #303,” reappeared, once

again throwing us out of the program and

back downstairs. It was a very small com-

fort to know that these errors could now be

generated more predictably.

A third board corrected the 1 -2-3 prob-
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Princeton. The

Here are some of the reasons why
Full EGA and CGA support. Princeton EGA monitors
bring you 64 brilliant colors and bright sharp images in

enhanced graphics mode, with 640 x 350 resolution.

Your EGA software never iooked better. Plus our HX-12E
and HX-9E automatically switch from EGA to CGA mode,
when needed.

CompadbHky. Princeton monitors are 100% rxrmpatible
with leading personal computers like IBM*, Compaq*, and
more. No matter what system you have, there's a Princeton
monitor that's right tor you.

QualityImm. A .28mm dot pitch (the finest dot pitch of

all leading EGA displays), bright colors, and sharp
resolution give Princeton monitors a quality image that

cannot be beat.

Easy VIewliM and Eraonomlc Design, Princeton
monitors are deignedTor easy use, too. You get easy
viewing with the HX-12Ps black matrix tube and etched

nonglare screen. The lines are crisp, the characters sharp,
and the colors even, so you're more productive. Controls
are located on the front, where you can reach them.

RellabUHy. Princeton monitors are designed and
manufactured to meet your most demanding needs. Only
the finest components are used. The result: dependable
performance day in and day out.

Value. No other monitor gives you more for the money than
Princeton. Compare for yourself. Feature for feature there's
not a better value around.

Availability. Princeton monitors are as easy to get your
hands on as they are easy to use. You can find them at

computer stores around the world.

Reputadon. More and more, people are making Princeton
Graphic Sy^ems their number one choice in personal
computer displays. Because people know Princeton delivers
the ultimate in compatibility, reliability, and performance.

IBM is s trademark of International BusineH Machine, Inc. Compao Is a trademark of Compaq Computer Corp.
Wall Street Journal is a registered trademark of Dow Jones, Inc.



best choice
EGA monitors.

For the iKXonproHdse enhanced gr«plilcs BOfiltors, look for the frlnceton Graphic
SysteiM nanw. Princeton delms everythlnc you need in a quality EGA display,non
crisp, clear»fiiD EGA supportto nigged relaolMy. When you choose Princeton you
choose the best

IIX>9E. The first IBM compatible 9" high reso-
lution color monitor to sup^rt EGA a
.28mm dot pitch black matrix tube and etched
nonglare screen for sharp, crisp displays and
features a built-in tilt/swivei stand and
green/amber switch.

HX-12E. The first IBM compatible high
resolution color monitor to support EGA with a
.28mm dot pitch. The HX-12E builds on the
award winning features of the HX-12 and
features 640 x 350 resolution for sharp, crisp

text and colorful graphics.

PRINCETON
GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
AN I NT kLIO NT aVaTeMB COMPANY

601 Ewing Street. Bldg. A Prir>ceton. NJ 08540, Telex; 821402 PGSPRIN. (609) 663-1660. (800) 221-1490. Ext. 802
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ACCELERATOR BOARDS

lem. A properly functioning PC-elevATor

can run 1 -2 -3 , but it’s clear that Applied

Reasoning has some quality-control prob-

lems.

The PC-elevATor is certainly very fast,

and we might be willing to overlook its

limitations in the graphics area. However,

we were very disturbed that we could gen-

erate so many errors with our rather vanil-

la-flavored benchmark tests; we shudder to

think what might happen to some really

exotic programs, copy-protection

schemes, or multitasking utilities. There

are certainly reasons to consider this prod-

uct, but we suggest users test it carefully

on their specific applications before mak-

ing a firm commitment, or else the PC-ele-

vATor will leave them stranded in the

basement,—Michael K. Guttman

PC Turbo-286e

Orcbid Technology’s PC Turbo-286e is

unique. In some ways, it recalls the days of

single-board S-100 computers in that it ul-

timately provides you with a second com-

puter inside your XT. In other respects, it

presages the advent of parallel processing

by promising the ability to connect four PC
Tutbo-286e’s in the future. Its design is so

flexible that you may purchase it to turbo-

charge your system but end up using it as a

coprocessor. As an accelerator card, the

286e offers relative ease of use. However,

if you intend to make use of the board’s ad-

vanced coprocessing feature, you need not

only expertise but also patience, since the

present incarnation of the board’s system

FACT FILE
PCTurf>o-286e

Orchid Techmdogy Inc.

47790 Westinghouse Dr.

Iromont, CA 94539

(415)490-8586

Ust Price: $1 .195: daughterboard, $395

Requkes: ffiM PC. XT. or AT; a fuU slot.

In Short: Orchid’s PC Turbo-286e pronuses

everything you ever wanted in an accelerttor

card. It delivers on speed and coprocessing.

However, some of its other features, such as

EGA colI^)atibUity and parallel processing,

ae still just promises

.

CIHOEaw ON READER SERVtCe CARO

software (Version 1 .2) is less than perfect.

The 286e comes with an 8-MHz 80286

and 1 megabyte of 120-nanosecond, 16-bit

RAM. Also on board are its own set of in-

terrupts, I/O addresses, two 40-pin buses

for add-ons, and a socket for an 80287

math coprocessor. For the memory
hungry, an optional I -megabyte daughter-

board, configurable as extended or ex-

panded memory, is available. All of this

hardware furnishes computing power you

dream about but do not usually see on a

single board. Each PC Turbo-286e also

comes with system software for running

the board and swapping between tiKxles,

Orchid seems intent

on fixing problems.

If it does, it will have a

product that should

redefine the way many

of us use computers.

as well as productivity software for print

spooling, creating RAMdisks, and operat-

ing cache memory and drives. For the ad-

venturous, there is the coprocessing ver-

sion of the system software.

INSTAUATION Because the PC Tur-

bo-286e works in tandem with your sys-

tem’s native 8088, installation can be as

simple as inserting the card into an empty

socket—no cable-connecting, no chip-

pulling. Unforhinately, life is never ideal,

and you will probably have to reconfigure

the jumper settings. In fact, you may have

to reset the jumpers more than once before

you stumble upon the exact combination

that is compatible with your system.

In contrast, installing the software is

much easier. The menu-driven- program

prompts for the board’s jumper settings

and I/O addresses, installs the daughter-

board as expanded or extended memory,
and adjusts the screen updating for your

particular monitor. It then rewrites your

AUTOEXEC.BAT and creates two new

batch files: one for the turbo mode, the oth-

er for the host mode. It also creates a TUR-
BO.SYS file (turbo’s equivalent of CON-
nC.SYS).
You swap from one mode to another by

issuing the commands Turbo and Unturbo.

If you add an argument to the Unturbo

command, it is copied to the host’s key-

board buffer and then executed once the

swap is made. When the turbo mode is ex-

ecuted, the 286e copies DOS and the PC’s

ROM BASIC area to their respective loca-

tions in the PC Tuibo-286e memory. This

means you have two independently ran-

ning versions of DOS—each maintaining

separate keyboard buffers, working drives

and directories, and pathnames. While

you’re in turbo mode, the system’s native

8088 is relegated to I/O processing. You
can configure some of the 8-bit memory to

print spooling and RAMdisks, and the re-

maining memory is used as cache.

EXPANDEDMEMORY 'rhe286e ’suse

of expanded memory is dependent upon

the board and mode in which it is installed.

While you can configure an Intel Above

Board for the host, turbo nrode requires

Orchid’s own memory management driver

and daughterboard. Turbo mode can use

Above Board RAMdisks, but it does not

recognize the expanded memory. Daugh-

terboard memory is accessible only in the

turbo mode. As far as the host knows, any

RAMdisks installed on the rlaughterboard

do not exist. When running applications in

EMS, either the Above Board or the

daughterboard will be accessed, depend-

ing upon the mode you are running in.

EXTENDED MEMORY While the pro-

cedure for installing the daughterboard and

'

RAMdisks is fairly straightforward, it is

not idiot-proof. For example, you can in-

stall the daughterboard for extended mem-
ory and then create RAMdisks in both ex-

tended and expanded memory. The system

checks only to see that the device drivers

are present; it does not check to see wheth-

er the memory exists. Evidently, when the

TURBOEMM.SYS is loaded, it uses the

reserved extended memory. It does not go
back to Orchid’s BIOS and readjust the

amount of extended memory accordingly.

Copying files to both drives effectively

trashes them because, essentially, the data
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FOR 15 YEARS
WE’VE BEEN GROWING

IN EVERY WAY BUT ONE...

PRICE,

The Best for less

'CORE products: their performance

and reliability have been praised by

every periodical in the industry.

InfoWorld has likened CORE'S

ATplus Series drives to a "Sherman

tank.” saying the drives offer

"exceptional performance and

reliability." PC Magazine recently

proclaimed that CORE'S HC Series

"blaze into all-new territory and

break down yesterday's barriers

with a vengeance." What you

probably haven't heard is that

CORE has reduced prices on most
products.

^ Worldwide Service

'Our products come with a full one-

year warranty, supported by COM
and other major maintenance

service companies. Thus we offer

you a choice of on-site, local, or

exchange maintenance services.

Known as CORE'S Sudden Support,

all services are extendable to your

entire computer system.

lil Tomorrow’s technology,today

Get more, pay less

Join the ranks or volume

purchasers. By buying quantities

from CORE or an Authorized

Dealer, you can now get substantial

discounts. We have all the things

you've come to expect, plus one

thing more-lower prices.

We re the world s largest supplier ot

high performance PC-AT
compatible hard disk drives. And
now our HC Series drives bring you

386 computer technology today.

With all CORE products-ATplus.

OPTIMA. HC Series. GIGAfile.

COREtape. COREfast. and

ATomizer-high capacity, high

performance computer systems

come at a better price.
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INTERNATIONAL

7171 North Federal Highway Boca Raton. Florida 33431 305/997-6055
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ACCELERATOR BOARDS

is occupying the same memory. While this

is a serious flaw, it is avoidable by follow-

ing the instructions in the manual (and

hopefully Orchid will rewrite the memory
manager so that such an installation is no

longer possible).

Speed improvements with a PC Turbo-

286e range from 200 to 900 percent, with

most operations displaying an increase of

four or five times that of the standard XT.

If you want even more speed, you could

replace your 8088 with another accelerator

card, such as Orchid's TinyTurbo 286. It

will not increase the executing speed of

any memory-intensive tasks, but it will cut

the time it takes to perform a sequential (or

random) read by quite a bit because the

TinyTurbo’s 286 rather than the XT’s 88 is

accessing the disk cache.

COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS The

286e has two compatibility problems: it

cannot recover from an 8087 Exceptionjn-

temipt properly, and it is not EGA compat-

ible. The former problem means the board

may have difficulty running programs that

use floating point compiled under Micro-

soft C, FORTRAN, and Pascal. The latter

means you use it with an EGA board, but

only in CGA-compatible mode. Accord-

ing to Orchid, the EGA’s unbuffered, I/O

context-sensitive addressing is inherently

incompatible with the 286e’s screen updat-

ing algorithms. Orchid is presently work-

ing on an EGA-compatible card that con-

nects directly to the K) Tutbo-286e bus.

COPROCESSING VERSION While

Orchid supplies the hardware for copro-

cessing, the supporting software is lack-

ing. The coprocessing version ofTURBO
.COM and the demonstration programs

(source and compiled) appear to be beta

versions: the documentation is in

READ.ME files, there are only minimal

concessions to a u.ser interface, and bugs

tun as rampant as ants at a picnic. (To be

fair, some of the bugs occur only when you

attempt to use the board for concurrent

processing rather than coprocessing.)

One of the demonstration programs sets

up an application on each processor and

displays the output of the first mode in a

window of the second. When run, the dis-

played output proved to be unreadable,

and when I swapped to the other mode (us-

ing a predefined “hot key"), the window

remained on-screen until it scrolled off.

The lack of screen updating is definitely

frustrating, especially if you run off-the-

shelf applications—such as WordStar—
on both processors. (When running the co-

processing version, the manual points out

that there is a danger of cross-linking files

when saving them to the same disk and di-

rectory.)

Of more concern, though, is a bug that

occurs when you crash out of an applica-

tion. On at least three occasions after a

warm boot from within the program

—

once with EDLIN, twice with WordStar—

the system said the program may be in-

You can use the PC

Turbo-286e if you are

careful. Remember,

though: speed kills.

compatible with the 80286 and then

dropped back down into host mode. When
I tried running them in host mode, they

also refused to load. A DEBUG dump
showed that text had been written into the

program files. This implies that the copro-

cessing version has a problem closing files

when you do not exit from them properly.

Equally troublesome is a tendency of

extended memory RAMdisks to create bad

FATs. Each time I built three RAMdisks
totaling 920K in the I -megabyte extended

memory area and then filled them with

files, the last disk invariably collapsed. If

you run CHKDSK /F, the system reports

an unacknowledged keystroke interrupt

and then crashes, dropping you down into

host mrxie. According to the people at Or-

chid, they have located the bug and ate in

the pttxiess of exterminating it.

Despite the software bugs, I find the PC
Turbo-286e an exciting product that war-

rants close observation. Orchid seems in-

tent on fixing the problems; if it does—and

adds a friendlier shell to the coprocessing

software— it will have a product that

should redefine the way many of us use our

computers. If you can’t wait for a de-

E D 1 T O R ’ S

md C H O 1 C E

The medium cards are generally

half-lengih cards and rely upon

memory caching*for speed. The

clear winner in this category is Or-

chid Technology's half-length Tiny-

Turbo 2H6, which is e(Lsy to use and

highly reliable. The 80286 runs at

7. 16 MHz. and the 8K cache pro-

vides a significant improvement in

speed while maintaining nearly nor-

mal bus timings. The TinyTurbo

286 also has a true non-turlx) nor-

mal nunle that you can select.

The bcHird is also .sold by

MicroWay under the name 286 Tur-

hoCache and comes with software

and technical information not avail-

ablefrom Orchid. The TinyTurbo

286 also shows up as halfofOr-

chid’s TurboEGA . in which an ac-

celerator and an Enhanced Graph-

ics Adapter synergistically coe.xisi.

The large accelerator board

ranks as one ofthe most complex

pieces ofhardware you can put in

your PC or XT. The.se boards never

seem to he quitefinished or infinal

form, .since their manufacturers

must always scurry tofix yet anoth-

er newly discoveredproblem

.

The only reliable Iwardin this

category is MicroWay's Number
SnuisherlECM, but only ifyou pre-

tend that the ‘ECM ’ iExpatuied

Conventional Memory) module that

comes with the Imard does not e.xist.

Asidefrom the regrettable ECM.
the Numln’r Smasher doe.sn ' t try to

bite offa bigger chunk ofyour com-

puter than it has to.

bugged coprocessing version, you can use

what is available if you are careful. Re-

member, though: speed kills.

—Vincent Puglia G3

M. David Stone and Vincent Puglia are

frequent contributors to PC Magazine. Mi-

chael K. Guttman is a computer consultant

based in Marlton. New Jersey.
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T
he thrae^imensional bar graph at the iar right shows the

normall»d results of four representative performance

tests and an average for the 16 boards reviewed here. For

comparison, the graph also shows results for a stock 4.77*

MHz PC or XT. a PC or XT with a N6C V20 installed, a 6-MHz
PCAT.»)dw8-MHzPCAT

In all cases, the results are for the turbo boards ninning

at the fastest speed we couldmai^. A^ software enhance-

ments that may have been provided with the boards (such

as programs that transferred the contents of the ROM BIOS

to memory on the board or filled up the tower 64K bytes

of memory) were also loaded before running the tests.

Boards that included a NEC V20 option were nin with the

installed.

The accompanying table (upper-lefi comu) shows the

raw.tlmes for these tests. For the bar graph, the times

wtfe normalized based on a 100 pvcent rating for a stock

PC or XT.

NOP

The NOP benchmark test is designed to measure raw clock

speed and memory access bme while nwiimizing diffwences

in mtoroprocessors and the effect of memory caching. This

test executes almost nothing but NOP (No Operation) ma-

chine code instructions in a big 128K loop. Because most

other performance tests use smalt loops with complex in-

structions. th^ are inherently biased toward boards that use

memory caching and the 60286 microprocessor. This test

helps balance things out to make the average result more
indicative of realistic instruction mixes.

Floating-point calculation

The ftoating-pcHnt calculation benchmark test (including

togarithmic and trigonometric functions) is done on software

wtVnut an 8087 math coprocessor. The benchmark test was
p^rammed in C and compiled under the Microsoft C Com-
piler. Version 3.0. This test runs significantly taster on

80286-based turbo boards because software floating-point

catcutattons require many multiplies and divides.

1-2-3 routine

The 1-2^ routine (Release 1A) creates a large worksheet,

moves rows and columns around, does recal^lations. and

ultimately erases the workshMt . ITiis test is partially depend-

ent upon the video adapter installed in the PC. All boards

were tested with a Color/Graphics Adapter except for Orchid’s

TurboEGA. which used the Enhanced Graphics Adapter that

is part of the board.

Screen display

We also measured screen display response time for text

written through the BIOS “TNetype” function. DOS uses this

EUOS routine for normal text ouf^ from the DOS command
level (for instance, during a DIR command), so it is a com-
monly encountered part of PC use. Those boards that include

a provision to copy the contents of the ROM BIOS info

memory on the board will run this test tester. The TurboEGA
is a sp^ case, since it uses an EGA ROM BIOS installed

on the accelerator board and optimized lor Teletype output.

Average

Rnally, we created a normalized average result of the tour

tests evenly weighted.

A separate bar graph (lower right) shows normalized re-

sults of the same floating-point test described abow, run

with an 8087 or 80287 math coprocessor on die acceleralor

board. In all cases, this test used the maximum 8087/80287

speed the board could be configured for. Some boards couU
not use an 6087/80287. so those boards are not mckided in

this graph.

Benchmark Tbsts: Accelerator Boards

Performance Times

Prahict

Nofinallnd

Awnge

Floating-

poliit

CaloiMiai

1-2-3

Roattae

Scram
Dliplav NOP

Normal PC or XT 100 155.32 250 23.34 10.11

.K:crXTl«niNECV2D 92 132S2 215 23.23 10.11

JH— ^ 6.56

a MBS 11.42

ftiBiaiOuilHl 69 54.32 136 11.59 .. 14.06

AiMrioailUbo i 66.26 182 15.60 637
2861ljrt>oCacha 61 42.73 86 19.55 10.38

Tlnv'nirt)o286 61 42.73 88 19.55 10.38

1 a9MdPae2n S 61 42.84 88 19.56 1038

wmmm 46 UBBCZ 15.43

S9 83.67 15.49 .6.37 . _ .

s/varomiaiar 58 63.87 136 15.49 632
SuMiClaRwr 56 78.48 127 15.60 539
286 Express Card 55 42.73 87 13.95 10.38

IbrtMEGA 50 42.73 88 9.06 10.30

IteboAoaaHBB 46 S7J02 80 23.34 433

JBflULl—

—

g— 46^ -ilr—

™

11.48 —
i— 37.02 80 11.42 4.17

»MHlPC/(r 31 34.26 74 7.69 4.17

PCTUrbo-286e 22 28.01 53 2.25 4.17

PC-alavAlbr 20 29.11 40 3.35 3.35

Bang per Buck
Ofcourse, accelerator boards cost money, but this cost

not be directly proportional to the speed improve-

ment they provide. You can get an idea (rf the value of

each accelerator board from the ‘'Bang per Buck** scid-

ter plot shown below.

The Performance Index axis of this graph U simply

the inverse of the Average Speed shown in the three-

dimensional bar graph. For instance, an 8-MHz PC AT
shows a composite speed rating of 31 percent, so the

n:rformancc Index is 3.23.

The Price axis is generally the base price of each

acceferator board without additional memory or an

8087 option. However, since we mea.surcd the speed

with a NEC V20 for rto-slot boards that included it as

an option, the prices for these boards include the V20.
Based solely on speed improvement, the belter val-

ues in accekralor boards are those furthest below and

to the right of the siraighl-line

approximation of the average. Scatter chart
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Normal PC or XT 4.89 X..-— ^
PCorXTwrithNEC V20 4.78

SurprfMl NA
OuadsDrinl NA ^
SuDerSorlnt 2.03

American lUrtx) 3.13 X
286 1Urtx>Cache 2.97 ^
TlnyTurbo 286 2.97 ^

1 SD^Pac286 2.97 ^
1 S7/W'IM)o Board 3.02 .

Fastsa 3.02

1 Overthruster 3.02

Supercharger 2.69

286 Express Card 2.97

lUrboEGA 2.97 ^
lUrboAccef-286 NA ^
64MZPCAT 4.56 ^
Number Smasher/ECM 2.03 ^
286 Speed Pak 3.30

8-MHzPCAT 3.41

PClbrbo-286e 2.36

PC<elevATor 2.42
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